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ABSTRACT 

  

The scheduling problem of service times and the method to provide service to 

customers by minimizing time, cost, and distance are important for service providers and 

are challenging research topics. This research problem concerns the scheduling of the 

delivery of propane to a large number of customers in a rural area. Prediction of customer 

demands must be done before service times are scheduled. In this research, there are two 

types of customer demands; one is regular customer demands and the other is call-in 

customer demands. This problem is similar to a situation having regular tasks and 

emergency tasks that come up to interrupt the regular tasks. The regular customer 

demands are scheduled and the regular service is assumed to be the routine every day. 

The data collection of regular customer demands are observed from historical demands of 

regular customers and separated by season as summer and winter. Afterwards, the proper 

mean (λ) number of call-in customers per day is calculated, and it is established that the 

Poisson distribution applies. Subsequently the call-in services are scheduled after these 

customers call for service. The challenge of this research is that each customer service 

time is scheduled in the time limit per day. In addition, the locations of regular customers 

are investigated before grouping regular customers together to provide service on the 

same day. This research focuses on the method to integrate the schedule containing 

regular customers with the call-in customers on each day. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Motivation  

 Transportation is necessary and important in most industries to move goods 

from origins to destinations. The ability to dispatch or distribute commodities world 

wide can expand markets and make more profits for companies. Logistics cost is 

almost 30% of total cost in every industry [2]. The trend of logistics cost will be 

higher in the future due to increasing fuel prices. If the cost of logistics can be 

reduced, companies will have less cost and gain more profits.   

 This research focuses on propane delivery. Propane is needed in many rural 

residences for daily activities such as cooking, heating water and heating the house. 

Many conditions of propane delivery make it more difficult than delivery of other 

goods. For instance, state laws require that if the tank of propane is empty, it must 

have a leak test before refilling again because the difference of pressure between a full 

tank and an empty tank could be the cause of the leaking. In addition, the time 

schedule for propane delivery should be considered. If the service is delayed to 

customers, they may be unable to live in a cold house during the winter. 

 In most research studies, the routing and scheduling problems concern only 

the routine service or only emergency service. No one considers the situations with 

both services at the same time. This research studies these situations and conditions to 

make the decision regarding the order of customers to provide the service.  

 This research considers scheduling and grouping of both types of propane 

demands (regular and call-in customers). The logistics manager at the central office 

obtains demands from the prediction of customer history for regular customers and 
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the probability in a time period for call-in customers. Delivery to regular customers 

can be provided in a flexible time period. For example, if the specific time for 

delivery is on Tuesday, propane may be delivered to the customer from Monday 

through Wednesday. On the other hand, the delivery of call-in customers will be more 

inflexible because they only call for service when they really need the propane. Thus, 

the propane is delivered to call-in customers on the same day of the call. Based on 

both demands, the manager must determine routes and schedule on a daily basis based 

on the number of available vehicles and an acceptable cost to the company. The 

vehicles visit all the regular customers in the same fixed order. The total expected 

distance traveled corresponds to the fixed length of serving regular customers on that 

day plus the expected value of the additional distance needed to serve call-in 

customers. 

 

1.2 Problem Statement 

As we know, there are many scheduling problems between regular 

tasks and irregular or interrupted tasks. These occur in many areas such as 

maintenance, transportation, production, and service providers. For the maintenance 

area in the industrial factories, there are two types of maintenance; scheduled 

preventive maintenance and unplanned or emergency maintenance. Generally 

preventive maintenance is scheduled periodically such as daily, weekly, monthly and 

yearly depending on how long machines can operate between maintenance or 

inspection without having faults, errors, or deteriorating. Without prediction, the 

unexpected problems can happen at any time and come from human mistakes, 

malfunction, accidents and so forth. Since the maintenance function involves 

expensive resources, it must be scheduled for both preventive maintenance and 
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emergency maintenance to use resources wisely and to avoid excessive costs. For this 

research, the scheduling of regular customer demands and call-in customer demands 

problems for propane delivery are very similar to the problem of preventive 

maintenance and unexpected fault but they are more complicated and flexible because 

the propane delivery problem involves locations of both types of customers for 

scheduling and grouping between regular customers and call-in customers. The 

problem of this research concerns the integration of call-in customers with the 

established schedule of regular customers so that both types of customers are served 

while minimizing transportation costs. Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 illustrate features of 

the problem. 

 

                     

       = Regular customer 

      = Call-in customer             

 
Figure 1.1. Regular customers and call-in customers without grouping 
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        = Regular customer 

      = Call-in customer 
 

Figure 1.2. Grouping the regular customers without call-in customers 
 

 

1.3 Purpose and Objective 

 The purpose of this research is to use predicted customer demands of 

both types of customers and to group and schedule regular customers with call-in 

customers for each day. This will require: 

a. Predicting regular customer demands and call-in customer demands including 

their locations per month. 

b. Scheduling and grouping regular customers with unknown call-in customers. 

c.   Attempting to minimize the time per service and reducing the total cost of 

service provider. 

  The objective of this research is to minimize distance, cost, and time in 

providing the necessary service each day. Achieving this result could reduce cost to 

the service providers.  
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1.4 Hypothesis 

To reach the purpose and objective, three hypotheses are made. 

I. Grouping regular and call-in customers by area can minimize the distance more 

than the original method of propane delivery. 

II. Grouping regular customers with flexibility of delivery day can minimize the 

distance more than grouping regular and call-in customers by area. 

III. Separate grouping of regular customers and call-in customers with the separate 

route of both types of customers will give shorter distances than the original 

method.  

 

1.5 Terminology 

Regular customers 

Regular propane customers are those that are relatively long term customers 

who are expected to be in a location for an extended time and who are reliable in 

paying for propane service. These customers will obtain service first and then pay for 

the bill later. Regular customers are billed for service by mail on a monthly basis. 

 

Call-in or cash call customers 

Call-in or cash call customers are customers who may not have enough money 

to pay for the bill every month. They call for service when they are low on propane 

and only when they have the cash to pay upon delivery. Since some of the call-in 

customers move frequently, the propane company is reluctant to risk a customer 

moving away with an unpaid bill. 
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1.6 Limitations 

1. There is unlimited propane for the supplier 

2. Trucks have enough capacity to serve as many customers per day as can be          

scheduled. 

3. The amount of propane required to refill a tank is specified. 

4. Working hours are 8 hours per day during 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM. Lunch time is 1 

hour.  

5. In town, the speed limit for driving is 40 mph. 

6. The minimum stock level is maintained to be 20% of the regular customers’ tanks.  

7. The delivery day for regular customers is also flexible.  Their schedules can be 

changed to deliver propane 1 day before or 1 day after the scheduled date. The 

company can deviate by providing service 1 day early or 1 day late. 

8. Parameters for data on the both types of customers are calculated from WTG (West 

Texas Gas Inc.) records. 

 

1.7 Assumptions 

1. The Euclidean Traveling Salesman Problem is used and allows for diagonal, as the 

crow flies, movement from location to location. 

2. Propane delivery in this research can serve regular customer demand every 30 day 

period. In case the company does not provide service to the customers during the 

weekend; we can assume that a 30 day period is the planning horizon.  
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1.8 Expected Results 

 Solution procedures for the problem having regular and call-in customers are 

developed. These procedures are heuristic or approximate solutions since the problem 

is NP-hard. Evaluations of solution quality are also made. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 There are many researchers who attempt to solve scheduling and routing 

problems similar to this research in various ways. This chapter reviews the results 

reported from other researchers and optimal solutions for solving routing and 

scheduling problems. Routing and scheduling procedures continue to be improved 

and developed constantly. Results of research depend on the aim and scope of that 

research. 

Generally, various constraints are considered for solving the vehicle routing 

and scheduling problem such as manpower, available vehicles, supply and demand 

behaviors, union restrictions, level of customer satisfaction, and environmental 

conditions. The problem can be categorized into two parts. One is the scheduling 

problem and the other is the routing problem. Many researchers link both problems 

together for more complicated situations that are near the real-life problems.  

 

2.1 Scheduling Problem 

A vehicle scheduling problem with intermittent customer demands was 

studied by Benton and Rossetti [9]. This research attempted to minimize the total cost 

of operating the vehicles while satisfying demand at various customer locations with a 

fixed set of vehicle routes. The routes were assumed to remain unchanged as United 

States mail delivery system. Mail carriers must go to every customer’s location 

although there are some customers who have zero demand. In cases where zero 

customer demand is high, the effect on total cost may be considered. The main 

problem focused on the method to trade off the benefits to keep the permanent routes 
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and the potential savings associated with rescheduling permanent routes and the 

method to find alternative ways to deal with zero demand customers  

A delivery route scheduling method combining knowledge-base with general 

algorithms was proposed by Tsuruta, Naoe, Ohsugi, and Onoyama [60]. The method 

combines knowledge base with general algorithms by means of a conceptual map that 

integrates map data. The combination of flexible and selectable knowledge can 

automatically generate efficient delivery routes by considering the residents, their 

environments, and previous routes. It was interfaced between Artificial Intelligent 

(AI) and the general algorithm by the conceptual map. The general algorithm cannot 

be modified if expertise, areas, and time change. This method can be applied for 

delivery routes of commodities, parts of manufacturing and maintenance.  

Scheduling of vehicles from a central depot to a number of delivery points was 

studied by Clarke and Wright [15]. This paper was centered on the optimum routing 

of a fleet of trucks of varying capacities used for delivery from a central depot to a 

large number of delivery points. The shortest route between every two points in the 

system was given. They attempted to minimize the total mileage. Multiple demands 

and multiple truck capacities were also considered.  

 

2.2 Routing Problem 

Stochastic vehicle routing was reviewed by Michel, Gilbert, and René [28]. 

The results of various solutions are classified and summarized into table form. The 

number of vehicles can be a constant or a decision variable. Many constraints are 

considered such as capacity, duration, and time window. The total demand of any 

route may not exceed the vehicle capacity in each time. The total length on each route 

may not be over constant L. Each vertex must be visited within a specified time 
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interval. Stochastic programs are modeled in two stages. An initial solution is 

determined first and the recourse or corrective action is then applied. A stochastic 

program is usually modeled as a chance constrained program (CCP) or as a stochastic 

program with recourse (SPR). CCPs seek a first stage solution for which the 

probability of failure is constrained to be below a certain threshold. The SPR aim is to 

determine the first stage solution that minimizes the expected cost of the second stage 

solution: the cost is made up from the first stage solution plus the expected net cost of 

the recourse. The best choice of a recourse policy is linked to the moment at which 

information is made available.  

Bodin, Golden, Assad, and Bell studied routing and scheduling of vehicles and 

crews [11]. The stochastic vehicle routing problem is the main point of their research. 

The modification requires customer demand to be a random variable with a known 

probability distribution, designs the route before knowing the actual demands and 

minimizes expected travel distance; other costs may be incurred if some customers 

cannot be served on a particular trip. 

Bertsimas considered a natural probabilistic variation of the vehicle routing 

problem with stochastic demands [10].  Routes can be designed from probabilistic 

demands in nature rather than deterministic demands, and demands are assumed to 

follow a known probability distribution. His research focuses on the situation with 

unknown demand at each location at the time of tour design. It is not the same general 

problem of a single vehicle of limited capacity that must meet demands at fixed 

location. Furthermore it is driven by applications in strategic planning and distribution 

systems instead of resolving the problem when known demand or a different strategy 

to update the routes is proposed in place of redesigning the routes everyday. Closed-

form solutions and algorithms are used for computing the expected length of a priori 
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sequence under probabilistic assumptions. Upper and lower bounds of the 

probabilistic vehicle routing problem and the vehicle routing problem re-optimization 

strategy, and optimal route can be found from this expression at every instance.  

Václav Kořenář modified the vehicle routing problem with stochastic demands 

[43]. He considered unknown customer demand for each location, but customer 

demand is assumed to be a random variable with a known probability distribution. 

The actual demands are known after routes are designed. The random demands which 

present nonlinear constraints result in more complicated solutions. The presumption 

of this research is possible to transform a nonlinear constraint to a linear form. The 

solution of the stochastic vehicle routing problem is used for transformation with the 

known algorithms of the deterministic vehicle routing problem. Two stages of 

stochastic programs are to determine a planned solution and then to apply the 

corrective action to the first stage actions.  

A tabu search heuristic for the vehicle routing problem was done by Gendreau, 

Alain, and Laporte [27]. TABUROUTE was described to be a new tabu search 

heuristic for vehicle routing problem with capacity and route length restrictions. The 

algorithm considered a sequence of neighboring solutions obtained by repetitively 

removing a vertex from its current route and reinserting into another route. A 

generalized insertion procedure previously developed and the algorithm allowed 

infeasible solutions. Tabu search was indicated by numerical tests to outperform the 

best existing heuristics, and TABUROUTE produced the best known solutions.  

A tabu search heuristic for the multi-depot vehicle routing problem (MDVRP) 

was studied by Renaud, Laporte, and Boctor with capacity and route length 

restrictions [56]. From the point of several distribution problems, goods must be 
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delivered from various depots to a set of dispersed customers under capacity or route 

length constraints.  

The truck dispatching problem was studied by Dantzig and Ramser [19]. The 

reduction of the total mileage and cost from several unloadings to satisfy a single 

order by considering the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) and Linear Programming 

was their purpose. The optimum routing of a fleet of gasoline delivery trucks between 

a bulk terminal and a large number of service stations supplied by the terminal was 

involved. The shortest routes of two points were given and a demand for one or 

several products was specified for a number of stations within the distribution system. 

The procedure was based on a linear programming formulation for getting the optimal 

solution. The calculations might be completed by hand or by computer. 

Real-time dispatch of petroleum tank trucks which used embedded 

optimization routines to replace extensive manual operation and to reduce 

substantially operating cost was provided by Brown and Graves [13]. The objective is 

to minimize transportation costs while maintaining equitable man and equipment 

workload distribution, safety standard and customer service, and satisfying equipment 

compatibility restrictions.  

Effective methods for petroleum tank truck dispatching were proposed by 

Russell for increasing productivity and reducing transportation costs [57]. Two 

heuristic methods were tested for solving dispatching petroleum tank truck problems, 

and the methods can be applied to related types of pick-up and delivery problems. A 

Greedy algorithm was developed for real-time dispatching and sequencing petroleum 

tank trucks used in the pickup and delivery of crude oil.  The subproblem 

optimization method was used for presenting and reporting computational results on 

test problems. The problem is similar to the multi-terminal vehicle dispatch problem 
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except that after each truck picks up at a well site, it must be followed by a delivery to 

an acceptable collection terminal.  

Rego and Roucairol used tabu search for solving a dynamic multi-terminal 

truck dispatching problem [53].  A two-phase based algorithm for a real-life tank 

truck dispatching problem. In the first phase, a decomposition method is used for 

determining the route sequence. In the second phase, a tabu search method is used for 

improving the initial routes. The tabu search is based on specific moves which attempt 

to improve two or three routes at each step. The insertion and exchanges of arcs in the 

graph of the problem are in the basic moves. The combination of theses moves 

provides compound moves which make it possible to cross regions of infeasible 

solutions.  

Vehicle routing with multiple uses of vehicles was researched by Taillard, 

Laporte and Gendreau; they used a tabu search heuristic to develop a solution 

procedure [58]. The vehicle routing problem with multiple uses of vehicles is a 

variant of the standard routing problem in which the same vehicle may be used 

several times during a given planning period.  

A survey by Paessens was concerned with the saving algorithm for the vehicle 

routing problem. Results of several heuristics as sweep, 2-phase, and saving methods 

and data sets were compared [51].  The results for sweep and saving method depend 

on the vehicle capacity.  For the sweep method, the smaller value t/u (t : minimum 

number of routes, u : average number of demand points per route) gave the better 

results and produced bad results for a decentral location. For the saving method, the 

larger value t/u gives the better results. The 2-phase method gave good results for 

every problem.  
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The traveling-salesman problem by Flood describes the solution and steps of 

the traveling salesman problem [23]. Moreover, the solution of a large scale traveling-

salesman problem by Dantzig, Fulkerson, and Johnson shows a certain tour of 49 

cities that has the shortest road distances, one in each of the 48 states and Washington 

D C [18].  

An effective heuristic algorithm for the traveling salesman problem by Lin and 

Kernighan discusses a highly effective heuristic procedure for generating optimum 

and near-optimum solutions for the symmetric traveling-salesman problem [46]. The 

procedure is based on a general approach to a heuristic that is believed to have wide 

applicability in combinatorial optimization problems. The procedure produces 

optimum solutions for all randomly generated test problems up to 110 cities.  

 

2.2.1 Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) 

The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is an NP-Complete problem [25, 40]. 

The TSP consists of the shortest distance cycle that visits every node in the collection 

of nodes exactly once. The n nodes are given; (i, j) represents a pair of distinct nodes. 

It finds the route to obtain the minimum distance while visiting every node. There are 

many special cases of TSP. In metric TSP, the nodes lie in the metric space which 

satisfy the triangle inequality. The Euclidean or Geometric TSP is a special case of 

metric TSP. Metric TSP has all edges costs that are symmetric and fulfill the triangle 

inequality: 

c(u, v) ≤ c(u,w)+c(w, v),        u,v,w  Є V 

In the Euclidean TSP, the vertices correspond to points in a d-dimensional space, and 

the cost function is the Euclidean distance. The Euclidean distance between two 

points x = (x1, x2, . . . , xd) and y = (y1, y2, . . . , yd) is 
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No known algorithm can produce an optimal solution in polynomial time. 

Approximation Scheme (PTAS) is the worst case for the metric TSP unless P=NP [4]. 

Nevertheless, it is possible to develop a PTAS for Euclidean TSP. One is from Arora 

[5] and another one is proposed by Mitchell [49]. Numerous heuristic algorithms were 

proposed to find relatively good solutions. There are two categories of solution 

procedures. One is tour construction heuristics, and the other is tour improvement 

heuristics. A usual tour construction starts with a subset of nodes linked in a cycle and 

adds other points one by one until the cycle is complete[26,30,38].  

This research is devoted to construct heuristics for the Euclidean TSP. Most 

tour construction procedures described below are very efficient. 

The algorithms for construction heuristics [55] 

1. The Nearest Neighbor Heuristics constructs the tour by selecting the starting 

node and then goes to visit the nearest node. It keeps repeating this way until all nodes 

are visited. 

2. The Insertion Heuristics algorithm starts to form the tour on small subsets 

and then extends the tour by inserting the unvisited nodes. 

3. Heuristics using Minimum Spanning Trees (MST) build the tour by 

choosing the starting node and then finds the nearest node to add into the spanning 

tree until every node is in the tour. 

4. The Greedy algorithm constructs the tour by sorting all edges and selecting 

the shortest edge into the tour repeatedly each time until all edges are in the tour. 

Tour improvement heuristics take the complete tour and improve it repeatedly. 

In the iterations, a number of possible changes are considered. The process continues 
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until no change produces an improvement. Only the best change is actually made. The 

most common tour improvement techniques are 2-opt [17], 3-opt [45], Or-opt [50], 

and the Lin-Kernighan method [46]. There are some research results that present 

several variants of all these algorithms [8, 47, 54]. 

The algorithms for tour improvement heuristics[63] 

 1. 2-opt algorithm improves the tour construction by removing current 2 

edges in the tour and replacing them to reconnect into the tour and decrease the tour 

length. Each iteration of 2-opt requires O(N2) operations.  

 2. 3-opt algorithm works following the same way as 2-opt but remove 3 edges 

each time and replace into the tour and find the minimum tour length. 3-opt requires 

O(N3)operations in each iteration. 

 3. Or-opt improves the tour by removing substrings of one, two, or three 

nodes from the tour and reinserts them into the tour.  

4. The Lin-Kernighan heuristic considers performing a variable number of 

edge exchanges in each iteration.  

Furthermore, Zweig presented an effective neighborhood structure for TSP 

[51]. The process can generate neighbors by breaking the initial tour into two closed 

subtours, rejoining the subtours in a new configuration, and performing local 

optimization around all the changed edges. All of them can be termed as divide and 

merge. The method requires constant time per iteration of only O( ln(N)) per iteration. 

From the computational experiments, the popular choices of tour construction 

heuristics that can work at an acceptable level for the Euclidean Traveling Salesman 

Problem are the Greedy algorithm (GR) and the Nearest Neighbor algorithm (NN) 

[55]. The Greedy algorithm gives results better than the Nearest Neighbor algorithm. 

However, both algorithms still produce poor results for symmetric and asymmetric 
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TSP [29, 32]. Afterward some researchers developed heuristic methods to build the 

tour construction from NN such as Repetitive Nearest Neighbor algorithm (RNN) 

[31] and the Construction Priority (CP) [34] to give the tour construction better than 

GR and NN algorithms. The RNN algorithm repeatedly selects a different fixed 

vertex as the starting point and then follows with the NN algorithm. It computes 

which fixed vertex at the starting point can provide the best result and then develops a 

solution. The CP algorithm gives each node a construction priority based on the α (an 

arbitrary given positive integer) nearest neighbor and then creates a tour in sequence 

of these priorities and neighbor listing. Although this research chooses GR algorithm 

to be the initial tour construction, it uses 3-Opt algorithm to improve the initial tour 

construction. Therefore, it is not necessary to select the very best initial tour 

construction; the result is a solution procedure that is both efficient and effective. The 

result of this research by using the GR and 3-Opt algorithm are better than using only 

RNN or CP algorithm. 

 

 2.3 Routing and Scheduling Problem 

Khanian, Szecsi, and Hashmi developed Genetic Algorithms (GA) to 

determine the optimal routes and schedules for planning LPG transportation [41]. The 

problem is a Non-Polynomial combinatorial problem with multi-objective 

optimizations with the need of minimizing transportation and inventory costs, and 

maximizing resource utilization, performance and customer service. They used a 

number of operational constraints in the real system considering the level of customer 

satisfactions, the equity of route generations, efficient vehicle and driver utilizations, 

environmental conditions, union rules, accidents and breakdowns. The size of the 

initial population is specified and referred to as the number of chromosomes in a 
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population. Chromosomes are constructed by randomly sampling values for variables 

such as trucks, routes, and start times in the proper intervals. The weight factors are 

used to integrate the importance of cost measures based on the decision maker’s 

preferences. Nevertheless the penalty costs related with the due date, working hours 

and route assignment violation have not been considered. 

Chiang and Russell proposed integrating purchasing and routing in a propane 

gas supply chain [14]. All processes of the supply chain network were focused and the 

methods were applied to a real-world propane distribution problem. The methods use 

an aid in reconfiguring the supply network involving depot locations, tanker fleet 

sizing, and allocation of capacity at supply terminals. They solved the optimal 

purchasing and routing for propane gas supply by using set partitioning (SP) model 

and tabu search metaheuristic. The set partitioning model is slightly better than tabu 

search but takes much time for solving. However, SP is probably more suited to 

master planning and strategic supply chain configuration analyses. On the other side, 

tabu search is suitable for real time dispatching applications and does not require data 

processing or expensive optimization software.  

A tabu search algorithm for the multi-trip vehicle routing and scheduling 

problem was researched by Brandão and Mercer [12].  The method was developed for 

actual distribution problems as during each day a vehicle can make more than one 

trip, the customers impose delivery time windows, considering vehicle capacity as 

both volume and weight, restriction of vehicle for some customers, drivers’ schedules 

including legal driving time and legal break time, and unloading time. The research 

describes a developing algorithm for the multi-trip vehicle routing and scheduling 

problem (MTVRSP) by using tabu search (TSAMTVRSP).  
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The problem of propane deliveries also was studied by Moshe Dror [44].  This 

research is different he did not include call-in customers. The practices of a propane 

distribution company are described, and the general topic of inventory routing is 

summarized. It is commonly viewed as a representative problem of a much larger 

family of hard problems of considerable practical significance. The problem has been 

on the front burner of the logistics academic and practitioners community for over 

twenty years. 

 Stochastic inventory route design with stockouts and route failure was also 

researched by Trudeau and Dror [59]. This problem involves the distribution of a 

commodity over a long period of time to a large set of customers. The customers 

maintain a local inventory of the commodity that they consume at a daily rate. Their 

consumption varies following daily and seasonally, and exact demands depend on 

delivery vehicle arrival. A detailed analysis of the problem is incorporated in the 

stochastic nature of customer’s consumptions and the possibility of route failure when 

the actual demand on a route exceeds the capacity of a vehicle. A number of solution 

procedures are compared on the real data set for a period of 12 consecutive weeks. 

The most computationally intensive procedure provides the best system performance 

and reduces the stockout problem.  

 The stochastic inventory routing problem with direct deliveries studied by 

Kleywegt, Nori, and Savelsbergh is focused on the situation where vendors monitor 

when and how much inventory should be replenished [42]. The inventory problem 

was involved with the coordination of inventory management and transportation. To 

solve the problem, the inventory routing problem contributes to the realization of the 

potential savings in inventory and transportation costs brought by vendor managed 

inventory replenishment. The inventory routing problem is hard if a large number of 
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customers are involved. A Markov decision process was used for formulating the 

inventory routing problem, and proposed approximation methods find good solutions 

with reasonable computational effort.  

Delivery cost approximations for inventory routing problems in a rolling 

horizon frame work are considered and concerned with the repeated distribution of a 

commodity over a long period of time to a large number of customers [35]. It involves 

a central depot which the drivers can visit during their shift to refill their vehicle. A 

local inventory is maintained by customers, and their consumptions varies daily and 

cannot be predicted. In case of a stockout, the company has to directly deliver to 

customers and a penalty cost is charged. The incremental cost approximations are 

used in a rolling horizon framework for minimizing the total expected annual delivery 

cost.  

A combined vehicle routing and inventory allocation problem by Federgruen 

and Zipkin attempts to combine the problem of allocation of a scare resource to 

several locations and planning delivery using a fleet of vehicles [22]. Demand was 

random. Holding and storage cost must be considered in the decision along with 

transportation costs. Some available methods were used for the deterministic vehicle 

routing problem. The computational results show the algorithm was fast enough for 

practical work and substantial cost can be saved from this approach. Mathematical 

programming was used for solving the problem by a Benders’ Decomposition 

algorithm. The decomposition algorithm can be interpreted by using separate 

calculation for the allocation and routing decisions but coordinating them properly.  

A decomposition approach to the inventory routing problem with satellite 

facilities by Bard, Huang, Jaillet, and Dror illustrates a comprehensive decomposition 

scheme that can solve the inventory routing problem in which a central supplier must 
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restock a subset of customers on an intermittent basis [6]. Customer demand is not 

known with certainty, and routing decisions taken over the short run might conflict 

with the long run goal of minimizing annual operating cost. The aspect of the short-

run subproblem is the presence of facilities where vehicles can be reloaded and 

customer deliveries continued until the closing time is reached. Three heuristics were 

developed to solve the vehicle routing problem with satellite facilities. A parametric 

analysis was conducted to investigate the tradeoff between distance and annual costs. 

The proposed procedure was tested on data sets generated from field experience with 

a national liquefied propane distributor.    

The inventory routing problem involves the distribution of a commodity to a 

huge set of customers where each customer maintains a local inventory of a product 

and consumes a certain amount of that product each day [21]. A local inventory 

consumed at a daily rate is varied and the exact demand is known only when the 

vehicle arrives. Vehicles at a central depot are assigned each day to a set of routes to 

resupply a subset of the customers. The objective is to construct daily vehicle routes 

which result in an efficient distribution system over a long time horizon. The 

historical average number of commodity units delivered in one distribution hour 

measured the efficiency of a distribution system. A preselected subset of customers 

was resupplied each day. The prevention of too frequent customer requests to refill 

with a small amount of commodity was supported by the basic policy of 

replenishment. In case of customers running out of the inventory at any time, the 

distribution company was forced to replenish immediately using a special delivery 

service, but the charge for this service was more costly. No update on each customer’s 

inventory level made operations imperfect. From this point the concept of safety stock 

level was developed. The results were obtained by integrating all the algorithmic 
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components developed in the past with a new, more careful evaluation of the impact 

the uncertainty associated with customers’ demands had on the operational efficiency 

of the inventory distribution system.  The distribution problem was tested on actual 

data for a propane firm in Pennsylvania using computerized scheme. It explained the 

interrelation of stockouts and route failures, reducing stockouts and increasing the 

efficiency of the operation.  

Methods for forecasting consumption and generating optimal delivery 

schedules for vehicles involved in delivering propane and other consumables to end 

customers concerns an improved forecasting and routing system for scheduling 

propane and other consumable deliveries to the end customers by one or more trucks 

in a multi-stop environment [61]. The development includes weather history and 

consumption history of individual customers for calculating customer demand in the 

future. For the customers without sufficient history, the consumption of similar 

customers is used. It determines the near optimal set of successive days within which 

to replenish or service each customer and maximizes the consumables delivered per 

hour. It was designed for use in a company with a computer having memory and 

incorporates item, customer, weather and a routing information data base.  

 

2.4 General Programming Language  

All aforementioned research used C, C++, Visual Basic, and some parts of 

Microsoft Excel to implement the program code for algorithm development. This 

research does not use those programming languages to implement or develop the 

algorithm. A high-level computing language available currently is Matlab. There are 

many capabilities of Matlab. It can be used for data visualization, data analysis, 

numeric computation, and algorithm development. For technical computing problems, 
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it can solve faster than C, C++, or Fortran. Furthermore, many features can be 

provided by Matlab for documenting and sharing one’s work. Matlab code can be 

integrated with external applications and languages such as C, C++, Fortran, Java, 

COM, and Microsoft Excel and can distribute to Matlab algorithms and applications 

[48].  
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CHAPTER III 

METHOD 

 

 This chapter presents each step of a solution method that relates with this 

research. The algorithm starts with prediction of regular and call-in customer demand 

and then generates customer locations. Subsequently different algorithms designed to 

minimize the total distance are evaluated. Steps used in obtaining solutions are: 

1. Prediction of regular and call-in customers demands including their locations. 

2. Development of common solutions in every case. 

3. Development of a solution for minimizing distance. 

Each of these will be discussed in detail. 

 

3.1 Prediction of regular customer demands and call-in customer demands including 

their locations 

3.1.1 Regular customer demands 

Regular customer demands are normally predicted from the historical data of 

each company. For this research, the regular customer demands are calculated from 

data provided by West Texas Gas, Inc.  The filling speed of propane is 500 gallons 

per 15 minutes and the capacity of customer tanks is 500 gallons. According to the 

rule of filling propane, a tank can be filled to no more than 80 percent of tank 

capacity. The 20 percent of tank capacity is left for protection when it vaporizes.  If it 

has too much pressure in the tank, it might explode. The minimum desired amount of 

propane at the time of filling is approximately 20 percent of tank capacity. The 20 

percent of tank capacity is 100 gallons. Therefore, regular customers may fill up to 

300 gallons of propane a month and take up to 9 minutes for filling. The total number 
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of regular customers to be served by one delivery vehicle can be calculated from 

working hours in a day as described in the next section.  

 

3.1.1.1 Set up and calculation 

The total time for serving regular customers per day is set to be 5 hours or 300 

minutes, and driving speed is assumed to average 40 mph. Driving time from one 

extreme point (station or origin) to another extreme point (the farthest location of 

customers) will not exceed 30 minutes. If a square is the service area, the farthest 

distance is from service center to the end of the diagonal of the square. The farthest 

location served is 20 miles from the station ( 40 mph x 0.5 hour ). The minimum 

travel time is 5 minutes, and the maximum time is 30 minutes and can be written as 

[5, 30]. The rate of filling propane is 500 gallons per 15 minutes. If 300 gallons are 

delivered for the regular customers, the filling time is 9 minutes. Thus, total time per 

service including travel is [5+9, 30+9] or [14, 39] minutes. The number of regular 

customers served per day can vary from [300/39, 300/14] or [8, 21] per day. 

 For this research it is assumed that during a 30 day period 420 regular 

customers will be served; this is the approximate number of customers that will be 

served by one vehicle on a 30 day cycle. Solution methods to be developed are 

insensitive to the number of customer served. 

 

3.1.2 Call-in customer demands 

 Data for call-in customer demand is obtained from historical data of West 

Texas Gas Fuel, Inc.  The Poisson distribution is assumed in this research to generate 

the number of call-in customers per day. The historical data is covered by the period 

from February to August 2007. The company recorded the number of call-in 
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customers each day. The average number of call-in customers per day is 7 for winter 

months of February through April; this period was chosen because demand is greater 

due to colder weather and greater heating requirements. The procedures for routing 

and scheduled that are described in chapter III will function equally well with other 

average demand values. Therefore for a 30 day period the average number of call-in 

customers 210, and it is that average number of call-in customers that is used in this 

research.  

After both types of customer demands are computed and the exact numbers of 

both customer demands are found, there are some common solutions that are used for 

every case study. 

 

3.2 Development of common solutions in every case 

We use the same method to generate customer locations and probability of 

incoming call of call-in customers during next 30 day period to find the shortest path 

of Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). 

 

3.2.1 Service Area 

 The farthest location of customer is the diagonal distance that is 20 miles from 

one corner to the opposite corner as shown in Figure 3.1.   
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      Figure 3.1. Maximum distance between locations. 

Service area is assumed to be 200 square miles and be a square. 

 

3.2.2 Generation of random locations of customers 

A commonly used method to generate random distances for Traveling 

Salesman Problem is to use randomly generated points and to compute Euclidean 

distances by using the Euclidean matrix distance [20]. For this research, the customer 

locations are randomly generated by using the uniform distribution in the given area. 

In an actual application customer location and distances between customers will be 

used rather than the randomly determined locations used in the research. Procedures 

developed in this research are robust and will work equally well with both randomly 

located customers and actual locations of real customers. The random number is 

generated in a pattern of x-y axis considering the number of customers included in 

service area. From the calculation of customer demands, there are 420 regular 

customers and 210 call-in customers. The model keeps the locations of regular and 

call-in customers in the different arrays but generates both types of customer locations 

in the same given area. The point of location is indicated to be (x, y) as the point in 

the graph area.  
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From customer locations, the distance can be computed following the distance 

formula below [52]: 

2
12

2
12 )()( yyxxd −+−=  

 For instance, the 5 locations of customers can be generated as follows: 

                           ( x1,y1)  = (10, 2)         ( x4,y4)  = (5, 0) 

    ( x2,y2)  = (8, 4)           ( x5,y5)  = (9, 7) 

    ( x3,y3)  = (6, 5). 

 Figure 3.2 shows these points on a grid, and Table 3.1 gives Euclidean 

distances between locations. 

m
ile

s

miles  

         Figure 3.2.  Customer locations in the given area 
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Table 3.1. The distance matrix. 

From/To Location1 Location2 Location3 Location4 Location5

Location1 Inf 2.828 5.000 5.385 5.099 

Location2 2.828 Inf 2.236 5.000 3.162 

Location3 5.000 2.236 Inf 5.099 3.606 

Location4 5.385 5.000 5.099 Inf 8.062 

Location5 5.099 3.162 3.606 8.062 Inf 

*Inf = infinity. 

 

The Greedy algorithm uses the distance matrix for computing the initial 

construction in the last step of overall algorithm. 

 

3.2.3 Methods to generate Discrete Probability of call-in customers 

 The Poisson distribution was used to obtain the initial first time call-in 

customers called for service; after this first service subsequent call dates were 

determined by calling 25 to 35 days from the last day of service. For instance, if the 

first time a specific call-in customer calls in is on day 6, the probability that the same 

customer will call next is 30 days minus up to 5 days or 30 days plus up to 5 days 

away. Day 1 or day 11 (30 days minus 5 days or 30 days plus 5 days away) 

probability is 0.02. Day 2 or day 10 (30 days minus 4 days or 30 days plus 4 days 

away) probability is 0.03. Day 3 or day 9 (30 days minus 3 days or 30 days plus 3 

days away) probability is 0.05. Day 4 or day 8 (30 days minus 2 days or 30 days plus 

2 days away) probability is 0.10. Day 5 or day 7 (30 days minus 1 day or 30 days plus 

1 day away) probability is 0.15, and day 6 (30 days away) probability is 0.30 (See 

Table 3.2).  In the same way, Table 3.3 shows the probability of that customer will 
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call in again in next 30 day period with regard to whenever the first time that 

customer had called in previously. Figure 3.4 shows the graph of the probability 

distribution. The purpose of this distribution is to give randomness to the call-in 

customer demands that are evident in actual call-in customer behavior. The 

probability distribution described above is hypothetical and was not derived from 

actual data; its purpose is to give stochastic properties to call-in customer behavior. 

 

Probability of next 30 day period calling
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Figure 3.3. Graph of probability 

 

Table 3.2. The example day and probability of call-in customers during 30 day period 

Day Probability 
1 0.02 
2 0.03 
3 0.05 
4 0.10 
5 0.15 
6 0.30 
7 0.15 
8 0.10 
9 0.05 
10 0.03 
11 0.02 
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Table 3.3. The probability of call-in customers time between calls 

Day Probability 
5 days early 0.02 
4 days early 0.03 
3 days early 0.05 
2 days early 0.10 
1 day early 0.15 
same day 0.30 
1 day late 0.15 
2 days late 0.10 
3 days late 0.05 
4 days late 0.03 
5 days late 0.02 

 

3.2.4 Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) 

 The traveling salesman problem is a discrete combinatorial problem. It can be 

stated that a salesman spends his time visiting n cities cyclically. In the tour, he visits 

each city just once and finishes up where he started. The overall objectives of this 

method are to minimize the total distance by finding the best route to travel. 

The tour construction algorithms are those in which the tour is constructed by 

including all points in the tour. The tour path of visited cities is usually created one at 

the time until a complete tour is developed. The TSP improvement algorithms 

improve a given initial construction. One approach to tour improvement is that of 

transposing two or more points in the initial tour and evaluating the effect on distance.  

 

3.2.4.1 Initial Tour Construction 

 The Greedy algorithm is a simple tour construction algorithm [24]. It starts by 

selecting a node which has the shortest distance with other nodes and less node order 

chosen to be the starting node. The next node is the node connected with the starting 

node. After that the algorithm calculates all the distances to the remaining n-2 nodes. 

The next closest node to either the first or last node in the set of current nodes in the 
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tour is identified, and this node will be chosen and added to the solution. The same 

process continues until all nodes are in the tour construction. The number of edges is 

equal to the number of nodes. When the algorithm is terminated, the resulting 

sequence returns the best tour and its associated objective function value as the final 

solution [36]. 

The randomized Greedy algorithm is selected to create the initial solution of 

tour because the tour construction is better than Nearest Neighbor algorithm (NN) and 

can set the initial tour faster than the Christofides algorithm or the Clake-Wright 

algorithm (CW) for a large problem size. Moreover, the Greedy algorithm keeps the 

tour within 15-20% of the optimal Held-Karp lower bound (HK) [1]. In general 

situations, it gives solutions that are within 10-15% of the optimality tour. The 

standard measurement of the performance for an approximate algorithm of the 

Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is lower bound. The Held-Karp lower bound 

produces the lower bound of the optimal solution by the standard linear programming 

relaxation of the Traveling Salesman Problem. The solution can be found in 

polynomial time by using the Simplex method and a polynomial constraint separation 

algorithm. The average of HK lower bound is 0.01% below the optimal tour length 

but only the 2/3 of the optimal tour is guaranteed to be smaller than the lower bound. 

The HK lower bound is often used to evaluate performance of TSP heuristics [39]. 

 

Greedy Algorithm, O(n2log(n)) iterations to construct. 

Greedy algorithm is the heuristic algorithm that constructs a tour by repeatedly 

selecting the shortest path and adding it into the tour until every node or city has been 

visited. The method of Greedy algorithm has the following steps [62]: 

Step 1: Sort all edges or distances 
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Step 2: Select the shortest edge or distance with an unvisited node or city and add it 

into the tour. 

Step 3: Check whether there are N edges in the tour or not. If not, repeat step 2. 

The Greedy algorithm is similar to Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) but it is 

also concerned with unvisited node and each node is visited only once for the 

traveling salesman problem except the starting node that can be visited twice [37].  

Table 3.4 shows the sample problem to find the initial tour by using Greedy 

algorithm. 

Table 3.4. An example problem when the Greedy algorithm is used 

From / To City 1 City 2 City 3 City 4 City 5 City 6 

City 1 Inf 2 5 13 9 4 

City 2 2 Inf 10 7 11 3 

City 3 5 10 Inf 16 8 19 

City 4 13 7 16 Inf 6 12 

City 5 9 11 8 6 Inf 1 

City 6 4 3 19 12 1 Inf 

 

First all distances in the matrix are examined, and the shortest distance is 

identified by 1 (in Figure 3.4). In case of ties where Cij = Cpq, select the distance by 

lowest starting city (or any other arbitrary tie breaking scheme). For instance, if i < j, 

use Cij. The algorithm places City 5 as the starting city because 5 is lower than 6.  

 

Figure 3.4. A salesman travels from City 5 to City 6 
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After that the algorithm searches for the shortest distance from City 5 or City 6 

(See Figure 3.4).  

 

                   

                           Figure 3.5. A salesman travels from City 6 to City 2 

 

The next shortest distance is 3 that a salesman travels from City 6 to City 2 

(See Figure 3.5).  

 

Figure 3.6. A salesman travels from City 2 to City 1 

 

Next, the algorithm repeatedly looks for the shortest distance from City 5 or 

City 2. The shortest distance is 2 that is the distance from City 2 to City 1 (See Figure 

3.6).  
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Figure 3.7. A salesman travels from City 1 to City 3 

  

The algorithm repeatedly does the same process again and the shortest 

distance is 5 that a salesman travels from City 1 to City 3(See Figure 3.7).   

 

          Figure 3.8. The initial construction of the traveling salesman tour 

 

The only city left is City 4. Therefore the algorithm just adds it into the tour 

and adds the distance of City 3 to City 4 and City 4 to City 5 (See Figure 3.8). The 

total distance is 1+3+2+5+16+6 = 33. 
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Greedy Pseudo Code 

A formal statement of the greedy algorithm steps will be given next. 

Find the minimum distance in the matrix 

Select the starting city (A) and the next visited city (B) 

for 1 to the number of cities – 2 

       Search the nearest distance that connect to City A or City B 

       Compare the nearest distance from City A and City B 

       Select the shortest distance from City A or City B 

       Check whether the new city was already in the tour or not. 

       if it was already in the tour 

 Replace that distance of the new city from A or B to the new city with infinity. 

            (The new city is known which City A or City B it connects to.) 

       else 

            if it connects with City A 

  Move all cities in the tour to next position of array matrix 

  Add the new City before City A (See Table 3.5) 

Change City A to be the new City 

            else 

             Add the new City after City B (See Table 3.5) 

  Change City B to be the new City 

 end 

        end 

end 
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Table 3.5. Steps of changing City A and City B 

A B     

A … B    

A … … B   

A … … … B  

A … … … … B 

 

 

3.2.4.2 Tour Improvement 

The tour improvement is used after the initial tour is constructed to reduce the 

distance traveled in the initial tour. There are many methods to improve a tour 

construction.  

Originally, the tour improvement used only the 2-Opt method [17] which 

means that two edges can be transposed in one move (See Figure 3.9).  Afterwards 

Lin developed the improvements named 2.5-Opt, 3-Opt (See Figure 3.10), and 4-Opt 

[45].  Lin and Kernighan continued to study tour improvements with the subsequent 

development of the successful variable-Opt algorithm [46]; therefore in this no. k > 3 

is used in the k-Opt algorithm.       

 

                                            Figure 3.9. 2-Opt 
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          Figure 3.10. 3-Opt 

  

Christofides and Eilon compared the efficiency of several tour improvement 

methods [16]: 

3-Opt algorithm vs 2-Opt algorithm: large improvement 

4-Opt algorithm vs 3-Opt algorithm: small improvement 

5-Opt algorithm vs 4-Opt algorithm: large improvement 

There is no limit to the value of k in k-Opt tour improvement procedures, but k 

> 3 generally is thought to take too much time to process even on very fast computers 

[7]. The improvements of a 3-opt heuristic normally give a tour approximately 3% 

above the Held-Karp bound. Some practitioners believing that 3-Opt is as good as one 

needs in most applications [36]. This research will use 3-Opt method to improve the 

initial tour construction. The Greedy algorithm and 3-Opt method are selected to 

solve the traveling salesman problem because the combination provides better results 

than other tour construction algorithm such as NN, CW, and Random when followed 

with 3-Opt tour improvement [8].  

The 3-Opt algorithm is similar to 2-Opt algorithm except that it considers 

changing 3 edges at a time. The 3-Opt can be categorized into 2 possible patterns. The 

first one is i --> j-- > k --> i. The second one is j-- > k --> i --> j (See Figure 3.11). 
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“i --> j-- > k --> i”                                   “j-- > k --> i --> j” 

Figure 3.11. Moving pattern of 3-Opt 

 

From the picture, two patterns of moving edges gives the same result. 

Therefore this research considers only the “i --> j-- > k --> i” pattern. The following 

notation is used describing the 3-Opt procedure: 

 

3-Opt, O(n3) iterations to construct 

n = the number of nodes 

i  = the position of node i 

j  = the position of node j 

k = the position of node k 

 

Consider “i --> j-- > k --> i” 

Step 1: Set S to be the initial solution and Z to be the objective function value. 

Step 2: Set S* = S, Z* = Z, i = 1, j = i+1, and k = j+1. 

Step 3: Consider nodes i, j, k in “i --> j-- > k --> i” pattern. If the result of S’ solution 

is smaller than S*, set S* = S’ and Z* = Z’. 

Step 4: if k < n, set k = k+1 else  

 if j < n-1, set j = j+1 else 

 if i < n-2, set i = i+1 and repeat step 3. Otherwise go to step 5. 
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Step 5: Set S* to be the best solution and set Z* to be the shortest distance. After that 

the algorithm terminates the process. 

 

3-Opt Pseudo Code 

“i --> j-- > k --> i” 

i=1 

j=i+1 

k=j+1 

Create matrix (1x n) for keeping the initial tour, n is the number of cities. 

Objective Function Value (OFV)= the total initial distance (from Greedy Algorithm) 

while i is equal to 1 until i reaches the number of cities-2 

 The value of position j  = The value of position i 

            The value of position k = The value of position j 

            The value of position i  = The value of position k 

            Calculate the new distance 

 if the new distance < OFV 

   OFV= the new distance 

 end 

 if k<n 

    k=k+1 

 elseif j< n-1& k=n 

               j=j+1 

            else 

   i=i+1 

 end 
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end 

 The solutions above are used for every set up case.  The detail of each case is 

illustrated in the next section.  

 

3.3 Development of a solution for minimizing distance 

 

3.3.1 Hypotheses 

Hypothesis I: Grouping regular and call-in customers by area (Case II) can 

minimize the total distance more than the original method (Case I). 

Hypothesis II: Grouping regular customers with the flexibility of delivery day 

(Case III and Case IV) can minimize the total distance more than grouping regular 

and call-in customers by area (Case II). 

            Hypothesis III: Separate grouping of regular customers and call-in customers 

with the separate route of both types of customers (Case V) will give shorter distance 

than original method (Case I).  

 

3.3.2 Case I: Original method for propane delivery 

 The truck delivers propane to regular customers and call-in customers without 

scheduling and grouping regular customers. Regular customers are scheduled to be 

served on an arbitrary but fixed day. Regular customers and call-in customers are 

scattered over the serving area. After the regular customers and call-in customers are 

generated, the shortest route can be found by using Greedy algorithm to be the initial 

solution and improved by 3-opt algorithm. 
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3.3.3 Case II: Grouping regular and call-in customers by area 

 The main idea of this solution is grouping together the nearest locations of 

regular customers and providing service to them on the same day. The method used to 

determine when each call-in customer will call again for service is 30 days from the 

last service plus or minus up to 5 days. For instance, if customers call in on April 6, 

the range of dates of calls for the next service is from May 1 to May 11. The calling of 

call-in customer in next 30 day period is obtained from a Discrete Probability mass 

function used to generate the number of day between calls.  

 The easiest way to find those regular customers to be grouped for service on a 

specific day is to divide the service area into 30 areas because a cycle of service every 

30 days is assumed. If a grid of 5 blocks by 6 blocks is used, the width and the length 

of serving area per day are 2.357 and 2.828 miles, respectively (2.357x2.828 = 6.67 

mile2). Figure 3.12 shows a division of the area for providing service to regular 

customers. 

 

Figure 3.12. Grouping regular and call-in customers by area 
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 The number in the lower right corner of each small rectangle indicates the day 

that customers in that area obtain the propane service. The arrow shows the direction 

for propane delivery during 30 day period (Figure 3.13). 

 

 

Figure 3.13. Route of the service provider in each day 

 

3.3.4 Case III: Grouping regular customers with the flexibility of delivery day in  

over a 3-day time window 

This method uses the same solution of Case II except that the delivery day of 

regular customers is assumed to be flexible. If the regular customers are set for 

delivery on day 4 and no time for delivery on that day is available because of too 

many call-in customers, some regular customers can be delayed until the next day. 

Also delivery could be moved up early by one day if too few call-in customers need 

service on any specific day. This idea is supported by the first priority of call-in 

customers. The situation assumes that call-in customers call only when they need 

propane. Their tanks are empty when they call for service. Therefore, the first 

priority is provided to call-in customers.  
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The delivery day of regular customers can be flexible in + 1 day from their 

original schedules. The algorithm considers the average number of customers during 

a 3 day period (yesterday, today, and tomorrow) when developing the schedule for 

“today”. This means that the possible customers to be served “today” consists of 

those customers normally scheduled for “today” plus the customers normally 

scheduled to be served yesterday but were differed plus those normally scheduled 

for tomorrow but could be moved up to today. The average of three days mentioned 

is the comparison number that algorithm makes decision how many regular 

customers change to other day.  

The algorithm attempts to level the number of customers served to be within 

delivery vehicle capacity while utilizing full capacity while at the same time serve a 

call-in customers. If the average number of customers serviced each day is 19, this 

is the comparison value used in deciding to serve a customer early or late. For 

example, some regular customers are scheduled on day 4 (See Figure 3.14). If the 

number of customers on day 3 is less than 19 and the number of customers on day 4 

is more than 19, some regular customers can be changed to day 3 if the number of 

regular customer on day 3 still is not over the average number. The algorithm 

maintains knowledge of which regular customers are chosen to change their 

schedules.  It considers and selects those customers who are the nearest in location, 

and they may be changed for service either to one day early or one day late by 

examining the x-coordinate of customers since as shown in Figure 3.14. The 

delivery progresses along the x-coordinate until all customers are served during the 

30 day period. The algorithm does the same way with day 5. 
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Figure 3.14. Flexible delivery day of regular customers 

 

3.3.5 Case IV: Grouping regular customers with the flexibility of delivery day in 

average 30 days 

 This case uses similar logic to that in Case III but the approach to calculate the 

comparison value is different. The comparing value is computed from the average 

number of total customers in 30 days. For the research, the comparison value is 

(420+210)/30 = 21 customers per day. After that, the algorithm uses the same 

procedure as in Case III. This logic is used to reduce the number of days requiring 

overtime or the use of more than one truck. The number of customers per day is 

equal to 21 customers.  

 

3.3.6 Case V: Separate grouping of regular customers and call-in customers with the 

separate route of both types of customers 

In each day, the route of regular customers is separated from the route of call-

in customers, so there are 2 separate routes for each delivery day (See Figure 3.15). 
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                                           Represents the route of regular customers 

                               Represents the route of call-in customers 

Figure 3.15. Two separate routes of delivery 

  

The flow chart showing how the algorithm works on overall tasks and 

conditions, and program code in each function are in the Appendix. 

 

3.4 How to use the program 

 The first thing to consider is to make sure that every file of the code program 

is saved in same folder. If not, the program will not run properly and will be unable to 

call other functions because Matlab looks for every function in the same place. Next, 

open the file name “Propane.m” that is the main function of this program. In the 

editor, there is a run button    in the tool bar. Left click on that button. The question 

will pop up, the questions will pop up how many regular customers, how many call-in 
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customers, and how many replications. We need to input the number customers and 

we need to input the distance. In this matrix data research the number of regular 

customers and call-in customers was computed using random numbers. That is 420 

and 210, respectively.  

During program running the screen shows these following questions: 

How many regular customers? 420 

How many call-in customers? 210 

How many replications? 1 

 

At the end of program the screen shows these following results: 

Total Distance of Case1:  2.0266e+003 

Total Distance of Case2:  975.2678 

Total Distance of Case3:  1.0016e+003 

Total Distance of Case4:  978.6197 

Total Distance of Case5:  2.9665e+003 

The results show the total distance for serving every customer in each case for the 30 

day period. 

  
 This chapter explains in detail all steps and solutions to solve the specific 

routing and scheduling problem in this research. Steps are followed as the prediction 

of regular and call-in customer demands, the calculation of time set aside, generating 

regular and call-in customers, several methods to group regular customers with 

unknown call-in customers, and the method to find shortest distance, respectively. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
 The five cases were run using varying number of replications. Where the 

number of replications was 2 or greater, the customer locations were fixed within each 

set of replications, but for different replication numbers, customer locations were 

different. Computer code listed in the Appendix was used to obtain results described 

in this chapter. 

 

4.1 Results 

Table 4.1 shows the total distance in each case. The highlight shows the 

shortest distance of each replication. The replication shows how many 30 day periods 

that the programs ran by using the same customer locations. The same realizations are 

used across the 5 cases but the programs regenerated the new set of customer 

locations when needed to enter the new number of replications into the programs. 

Each replication uses a distinct set of customer locations which were generated 

randomly. Every time that a program needs to find the total distance of new entered 

replications, it starts over and generates new customer locations. For instance, the first 

time we would like to know the total distance of 1 replication, we just input 1 when 

program asks “How many replications?” The program generates the customer 

locations and finds the total distance of each case. If we need to know what the result 

of 2 replications is, the value is entered 2 for number of replications in the same way. 

The program will generate the customer locations and find the total distance of each 

case.  
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Table 4.1. Results of the total distance with various replications 

Total Distance (Miles) Replications 
Case I Case II Case III Case IV Case V 

Proportion 

1 2,026.60 975.27 1,004.30 978.62 2,966.50 2.08 
2 4,154.60 2,238.00 2,301.90 2,304.90 6,143.40 1.86 
3 6,058.00 3,667.00 3,799.00 3,655.00 9,056.50 1.66 
5 9,941.10 6,508.00 6,568.70 6,565.30 14,842.00 1.53 
7 14,108.00 9,098.90 9,244.10 9,060.60 20,835.00 1.56 
10 20,068.00 13,722.00 13,749.00 13,968.00 30,157.00 1.46 
13 26,174.00 18,258.00 18,795.00 18,275.00 39,001.00 1.43 
15 29,991.00 20,856.00 21,417.00 20,899.00 43,932.00 1.44 
20 40,655.00 27,532.00 27,716.00 27,233.00 58,555.00 1.49 
30 58,793.00 41,351.00 42,211.00 41,297.00 86,940.00 1.42 
50 97,978.00 69,337.00 69,208.00 69,215.00 140,780.00 1.42 

100 188,540.00 126,530.00 130,150.00 126,190.00 261,460.00 1.49 
150 281,340.00 168,040.00 173,960.00 164,690.00 354,310.00 1.71 
200 372,030.00 219,780.00 220,160.00 215,710.00 443,830.00 1.72 
300 535,780.00 300,980.00 307,300.00 297,790.00 651,820.00 1.80 
500 874,320.00 462,580.00 488,110.00 459,320.00 965,710.00 1.90 
700 1,221,900.00 636,670.00 638,650.00 626,770.00 1,282,900.00 1.95 
1000 1,780,000.00 881,050.00 920,970.00 881,500.00 1,872,300.00 2.02 
5000 8,577,500.00 4,237,300.00 4,435,700.00 4,254,700.00 8,702,800.00 2.02 

10000 16,656,000.00 8,578,800.00 8,759,000.00 8,597,700.00 16,810,000.00 1.94 
 
 

Table 4.2 Results of the average distance with various replications 
 

Average Distance (Miles) Replications 
Case I Case II Case III Case IV Case V 

Proportion  

1 2,026.60 975.27 1,004.30 978.62 2,966.50 2.08 
2 2,077.30 1,119.00 1,150.95 1,152.45 3,071.70 1.86 
3 2,019.33 1,222.33 1,266.33 1,218.33 3,018.83 1.66 
5 1,988.22 1,301.60 1,313.74 1,313.06 2,968.40 1.53 
7 2,015.43 1,299.84 1,320.59 1,294.37 2,976.43 1.56 
10 2,006.80 1,372.20 1,374.90 1,396.80 3,015.79 1.46 
13 2,013.38 1,404.46 1,445.77 1,405.77 3,000.08 1.43 
15 1,999.40 1,390.40 1,427.80 1,393.27 2,928.80 1.44 
20 2,032.75 1,376.60 1,385.80 1,361.65 2,929.75 1.49 
30 1,959.77 1,378.37 1,407.03 1,376.57 2,898.00 1.42 
50 1,959.56 1,386.74 1,384.16 1,384.30 2,815.60 1.42 

100 1,885.40 1,265.30 1,301.50 1,261.90 2,614.60 1.49 
150 1,875.60 1,120.27 1,159.73 1,097.93 2,362.07 1.71 
200 1,860.15 1,098.90 1,100.80 1,078.55 2,219.15 1.72 
300 1,785.93 1,003.27 1,024.33 992.63 2,172.73 1.8 
500 1,748.64 925.16 976.22 918.64 1,931.42 1.9 
700 1,745.57 909.53 912.36 895.39 1,832.71 1.95 
1000 1,780.00 881.05 920.97 881.50 1,872.30 2.02 
5000 1,715.50 847.46 887.14 850.94 1,740.56 2.02 

10000 1,665.60 857.88 875.90 859.77 1,681.00 1.94 
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The proportion in the right column of Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 shows the 

proportion of original (Case I) method distance with the least total distance that the 

program found in that replication. The proportion of Table 4.3 shows the difference of 

the original case with Case II and Case IV. A higher value of proportion indicates that 

a greater reduction in distance occurs over that of the original method. Higher 

numbers of replications gave some mixed results. From 15 to 20 replications results 

show that Case II is outperformed by Case IV. The reason for the change in best 

algorithm is that regular customers are changed so that their schedules are nearer the 

new set of customer locations to serve on other days than the original set of customer 

locations. The best results of 700 replications to 10,000 replications change back to 

Case II again because the regular customers who are changed schedules are not 

necessarily the same customers served either early or late in subsequent months. They 

can be nearer or farther with the new set location. The distance of each location after 

moving some regular customers to serve on alternate days is not consistent and it is 

the reason why Case II gives better results than Case IV in the long run. 
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Table 4.3. Compare proportion Case I with Case II and Case IV   

Proportion Case I with 
Case II Case IV 

2.08 2.07 
1.86 1.80 
1.65 1.66 
1.53 1.51 
1.55 1.56 
1.46 1.44 
1.43 1.43 
1.44 1.44 
1.48 1.49 
1.42 1.42 
1.41 1.42 
1.49 1.49 
1.67 1.71 
1.69 1.72 
1.78 1.80 
1.89 1.90 
1.92 1.95 
2.02 2.02 
2.02 2.02 
1.94 1.94 

 

 

From Table 4.1, Case II and Case IV give the best results for overall 

replications when compared with the original case or Case I. From 1 replication to 15 

replications, the result shows that Case II is usually better than Case IV. From 20 

replications to 700 replications, all results of Case IV give the least total distance. 

From 1,000 replications to 10,000 replications, all results of Case II give the least 

total distance. The proportion on the table shows the different distance from the 

original case or Case I with the least total distance.  

From Table 4.2, the average results of various replications show that some 

replications give the average distance less than 1,000 miles. Those are 1 replication 

and from 300 replications to 10,000 replications. The minimum average result is 

847.46 miles at 5,000 replications, and the maximum average result is 1404.46 at 13 

replications. The trend of the average distance descends from 50 replications to 5000 
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replications. That means more replications give lower average distance for large 

replications. 

The program gives results supporting hypothesis I in all replications. This 

means that Case II or grouping regular and call-in customers by area can improve 

logistics processes by minimizing the total distance of services from Case I or original 

method of propane delivery. When Case II is compared with Case I, the proportion is 

between 1.42 and 2.08. The distance can be decreased from the original distance by a 

factor ranging from 0.42 to 1.08 times of total distance in Case II.  

For the hypothesis II, grouping regular and call-in customers by area with the 

flexibility of regular customers’ delivery day (Case III and Case IV) can minimize the 

total distance more than grouping regular and call-in customers by area (Case II). This 

research provides two types of flexibilities for regular customer delivery (Case III and 

Case IV). Although both flexibilities of regular customer delivery are added into the 

program, there is only one that can provide better results than Case II. It is the Case 

IV method. The results do not show every replication of Case IV to be better than 

Case II. The replications are in range of 20 to 700 and also replication 3 and 5 give 

better results than Case II. From Table 4.3, the proportion of Case II and Case IV are 

very different. If the run is for only one or two replications, the total distance will not 

be too different between the original case and the algorithm being evaluated. A 

replication of 1 means the truck runs only one 30 day period. The difference of total 

distance is only 3.35 miles but if the program is used for several replications, it will 

provide a greater reduction in total distance. The total distance depends upon the size 

of replications.  

For hypothesis III, Case V is used where there is separate grouping of Regular 

customers and Call-in customers with the separate route of both types of customers. 
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The total distance of both routes is less than the total distance of the original route 

(Case I). The results did not support hypothesis III. When the program ran a large 

number of replications in Case V, results gave longer distance than Case I. The total 

distance was too different between Case I and Case V. The total distance of Case V 

was greater than that for Case I.  

The next important thing to consider is computation time if the program were 

to be used in an actual application to a real situation. The program should be 

sufficiently efficient and have a reasonable computational time. The best methods of 

this program are Case II and Case IV. Then, only Case II and Case IV are used to 

compute and find the computational time. Computation times of Case II and Case IV 

with 1,000 replications are shown in Table 4.4. Case II consumes less time than Case 

IV but the difference is less than 15 seconds. Therefore in an actual application where 

routes are being determined for a specific day, computation time will be under one 

second, and the time required for obtaining a route is determined more by the amount 

of time required to print one or two pages rather than the CPU time required for 

computation. 

Table 4.4. Compare computational times of Case II and Case IV 

Computation Times 
(sec) 

Case II Case V 
182.3 194.7 

 

4.2 Discussion 

 The results show two best ways to improve logistics processes. Both 

procedures for propane delivery on utilize customer locations, grouping of customers, 

and flexibility of regular customers. If flexibility existing among regular customers 

can be matched with the pattern of customer locations, travel distances can be 
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minimized very effectively. Nevertheless, Case II and Case IV methods can cut the 

original distance to about half of the original distance. Less distance means less time 

and less cost. 
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 CHAPTER V 

 
           CONCLUSION 

 
 

 This research investigated logistics processes that could be implemented or 

modified for improving the effectiveness of propane delivery. This research focused 

on the combining of scheduled and unscheduled demands for services. If there were 

no call-in customers, a repetitive schedule could be developed and used from period 

to period without any interrupts from call-in customers. For the research condition, it 

concentrated on doing routine tasks of normal services, it would be interrupted with 

some emergency tasks. From this point, the research focused on determining the 

method to find the best way or solution to minimize total distance. When scheduling 

propane delivery to scattered locations for scheduled regular customers and call-in 

customers in the given service area. Many conditions were provided in the scheduling 

process to determine customer order of service and the method to address different 

customers’ situations. The conditions of each method to minimize the total distance of 

service were different. Higher priority was given to call-in customers because the 

situation was considered to be an emergency incident. The location of regular 

customers is an important factor to consider if regular customers need to change the 

delivery schedule.  

 The methodology consisted of two parts. One was a common algorithm for 

determining the same initial conditions for problems for all cases. Another was the 

specific algorithm for minimizing the total distance in each condition by using a 

certain decision rules for grouping customers. The common algorithm generates:  

1. Customer locations 

2. Probability of incoming call time of call-in customers for every 30 days service      
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3. The shortest path to reach every customer location 

 - Using Greedy algorithm to construct the initial tour. 

 - Using 3-Opt algorithm to improve the initial tour construction. 

Greedy and 3-Opt algorithms were the best combination of initial tour 

construction and improvement tour construction with acceptable consuming time. 

They were used to find the shortest path to reach every customer on that day service. 

The specific algorithm was used to group regular and call-in customers each case 

below: 

- By randomization  

- By area  

- By area with the rule of flexibility of regular customer delivery day 

- By area with separate routes for regular and call-in customers 

The research focused on finding a solution that minimizes the total distance of 

the original method for propane delivery. The five cases considered were original 

method for propane delivery (Case I), grouping regular and call-in customers by area 

(Case II), grouping regular customers with the flexibility of delivery day in over a 3 

day time window (Case III), grouping regular customers with the flexibility of 

delivery day in average 30 days (Case IV), and separate grouping of regular 

customers and call-in customers with the separate route of both types of customers 

(Case V). From the results, the best two methods for minimizing the total distance 

were Case II and Case IV with these following conditions: 

Case II : Grouping regular and call-in customers by area. 

Case IV: Grouping regular and call-in customers by area with the flexibility of 

Regular customers’ delivery day. (Compared with average customer in 30 day period) 
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Results of both cases were very similar but not exactly the same. The choice 

between these two alternatives depended on the scattering of customer locations, the 

flexibility of regular customers’ delivery day, and the comparison rule used for 

making decision. 

Knowing the pattern of customer locations and its compatible algorithm will 

help to improve this research. The effect could not be observed in the short run, but it 

will be taken effect in the long run, especially when they are compared as distance 

rather than proportion. More different distances will be given when service provides 

for many 30 day period. In addition, there are many effects that can be considered: 

- Effects of proportion of scheduled (regular customers) to unscheduled 

customers (call-in customers). 

- Effects of degree of flexibility in handling scheduled service.  

- Identify other applications and their specific constraints.  

- Examine added cost of unscheduled customers.  

- Effects of grouping call-in customers by delaying service for n days.  

- Effects of time for call-in customers where customers must be added to the 

route in real time. 

 All effects above can be directed to improve and develop the specific problem 

of routing and scheduling in propane delivery. 
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Sub Function 

 

 

 

Case II

Categorize regular and call-in 
customers by area in each day 

of 30 day period 

Return to main 
function

Combine regular and call-in 
customers into each 30 day period 

delivery plan 

Generate which customers will have 
service by day over the next 30 day 
service period for each replication 
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Case III

Categorize regular and call-in 
customers by area in each day 

of 30 day period 

Return to main 
function

Combine regular and call-in 
customers into each 30 day period 

delivery plan. 

Generate which customers will have 
service by day over the next 30 day 
service period for each replication. 

Compare the total number of both types of customers among 
yesterday, today, and tomorrow with average number of three 

days and adjust the number of customers to be the same by 
selecting customer with closer x-coordinate to adjacent day. 
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Case IV

Categorize regular and call-in 
customers by area in each day 

of 30 day period 

Return to main 
function

Combine regular and call-in 
customers into each 30 day period 

delivery plan. 

Generate which customers will have 
service by day over the next 30 day 
service period for each replication. 

Compare the total number of both types of customers among 
yesterday, today, and tomorrow with average number of 30 days 
and adjust the number of customers to be the same by selecting 

customer with closer x-coordinate to adjacent day. 
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Case V

Categorize regular and call-in 
customers randomly in each day 

of 30 day period 

Generate which customers will have 
service by day over the next 30 day 
service period for each replication. 

Return to main 
function

Separate the route of regular and 
call-in customers into every 30 

day period delivery plan 
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Generate call-in customers call 
again next 30 day period

Input probability of time between 
calling again for the next 30 day period 

Generate the customers who 
call which day of next 30 

day period 

Return to Case I, Case II, 
Case III, and Case IV

Solve TSP by 
Greedy and 3-Opt

Create initial tour 
construction by 

Greedy 

Implement the tour 
by 3-Opt 

Return to main 
function
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APPENDIX B 

MATLAB SOURCE CODE 

 
Main Function 
 
NReg=input('How many regular customers?'); 
NCallIn=input('How many call-in customers?'); 
month=input('How many replications?'); 
RLReg=rand(NReg,2)*14.14; 
RLCallIn=rand(NCallIn,2)*14.14; 
TTDistperMonth=zeros(1,month); 
TTDistCase1=0; 
TTDistCase2=0; 
TTDistCase3=0; 
TTDistCase4=0; 
TTDistCase5=0; 
for num=1:5 
    switch num>0 
        case num==1  
            DeliveryMonth=Case1(month,RLReg,RLCallIn,NReg,NCallIn); 
            for round=1:month 
            for row=1:6 
            for col=1:5 
[COptDist]=TSPGreedy3Opt(DeliveryMonth{1,round}{row,col}); 
            TTDistCase1=TTDistCase1+COptDist; 
            end 
            end 
            end 
        case num==2  
            DeliveryMonth=Case2(month,RLReg,RLCallIn,NReg,NCallIn); 
            for round=1:month 
            for row=1:6 
            for col=1:5 
[COptDist]=TSPGreedy3Opt(DeliveryMonth{1,round}{row,col}); 
            TTDistCase2=TTDistCase2+COptDist; 
            end 
            end 
            end 
        case num==3             
DeliveryMonth=Case3(month,RLReg,RLCallIn,NReg,NCallIn,num); 
            for round=1:month 
            for row=1:6 
            for col=1:5 
            [COptDist]=TSPGreedy3Opt(DeliveryMonth{1,round}{row,col}); 
            TTDistCase3=TTDistCase3+COptDist; 
            end 
            end     
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            end 
        case num==4  
            [DeliveryMonth]=Case4(month,RLReg,RLCallIn,NReg,NCallIn,num); 
            for round=1:month 
            for row=1:6 
            for col=1:5 
[COptDist]=TSPGreedy3Opt(DeliveryMonth{1,round}{row,col}); 
            TTDistCase4=TTDistCase4+COptDist; 
            end 
            end 
            end 
        case num==5  
[DeliveryMonth MDayReg]=Case5(month,RLReg,RLCallIn,NReg,NCallIn); 
            for round=1:month 
            for row=1:6 
            for col=1:5 
            [COptDist]=TSPGreedy3Opt(DeliveryMonth{1,round}{row,col}); 
            [ROptDist]=TSPGreedy3Opt(MDayReg{1,round}{row,col}); 
            TTDistCase5=TTDistCase5+COptDist+ROptDist; 
            end 
            end 
            end 
    end 
end 
fprintf('Total Distance of Case1:'); 
disp(TTDistCase1); 
fprintf('Total Distance of Case2:'); 
disp(TTDistCase2); 
fprintf('Total Distance of Case3:'); 
disp(TTDistCase3); 
fprintf('Total Distance of Case4:'); 
disp(TTDistCase4); 
fprintf('Total Distance of Case5:'); 
disp(TTDistCase5); 
 
 
Case 1 
 
function [DeliveryMonth]=Case1(month,RLReg,RLCallIn,NReg,NCallIn); 
DayReg=cell(6,5); 
DayCallIn=cell(6,5); 
prdR=1; 
prdC=1; 
for row=1:6   
    for col=1:5 
        for perday=1:(NReg./30) 
            DayReg{row,col}(perday,1)=RLReg(prdR,1); 
            DayReg{row,col}(perday,2)=RLReg(prdR,2); 
            prdR=prdR+1; 
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        end  
    end 
end     
for row=1:6   
    for col=1:5 

for perday=1:(NCallIn./30)            
DayCallIn{row,col}(perday,1)=RLCallIn(prdC,1); 

            DayCallIn{row,col}(perday,2)=RLCallIn(prdC,2); 
            prdC=prdC+1; 
        end  
    end 
end     
DeliveryMonth =Callin(DayCallIn,month); 
for round=1:month 
    for row=1:6 
        for col=1:5 
DeliveryMonth{1,round}{row,col}=[DeliveryMonth{1,round}{row,col};DayReg{ro
w,col}]; 
        end 
    end 
end     
 
 
Case 2 
 
function [DeliveryMonth]=Case2(month,RLReg,RLCallIn,NReg,NCallIn); 
[DayReg DayCallIn]=Area(month,RLReg,RLCallIn,NReg,NCallIn); 
DeliveryMonth=Callin(DayCallIn,month); 
for round=1:month 
    for row=1:6 
        for col=1:5 
DeliveryMonth{1,round}{row,col}=[DeliveryMonth{1,round}{row,col};DayReg{ro
w,col}]; 
        end 
    end 
end     
 
 
Case 3 
 
function [DeliveryMonth]=Case3(month,RLReg,RLCallIn,NReg,NCallIn,num); 
[DayReg,DayCallIn]=Area(month,RLReg,RLCallIn,NReg,NCallIn); 
DeliveryMonth=Callin(DayCallIn,month); 
MDayReg=FlexReg(DayReg,month,num,DeliveryMonth,NReg,NCallIn); 
for round=1:month 
    for row=1:6 
        for col=1:5 
DeliveryMonth{1,round}{row,col}=[DeliveryMonth{1,round}{row,col};MDayReg{
1,round}{row,col}]; 
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        end 
    end 
end     
 
 
Case 4 
 
function [DeliveryMonth]=Case4(month,RLReg,RLCallIn,NReg,NCallIn,num); 
[DayReg,DayCallIn]=Area(month,RLReg,RLCallIn,NReg,NCallIn); 
DeliveryMonth=Callin(DayCallIn,month); 
MDayReg=FlexReg(DayReg,month,num,DeliveryMonth,NReg,NCallIn); 
for round=1:month 
    for row=1:6 
        for col=1:5 
DeliveryMonth{1,round}{row,col}=[DeliveryMonth{1,round}{row,col};MDayReg{
1,round}{row,col}]; 
        end 
    end 
end     
 
 
Case 5 
 
function [DeliveryMonth MDayReg]=Case5(month,RLReg,RLCallIn,NReg,NCallIn); 
DayReg=cell(6,5); 
DayCallIn=cell(6,5); 
prdR=1; 
prdC=1; 
for row=1:6   
    for col=1:5 
        for perday=1:(NReg./30) 
            DayReg{row,col}(perday,1)=RLReg(prdR,1); 
            DayReg{row,col}(perday,2)=RLReg(prdR,2); 
            prdR=prdR+1; 
        end  
    end 
end     
for row=1:6   
    for col=1:5 
        for perday=1:(NCallIn./30) 
            DayCallIn{row,col}(perday,1)=RLCallIn(prdC,1); 
            DayCallIn{row,col}(perday,2)=RLCallIn(prdC,2); 
            prdC=prdC+1; 
        end  
    end 
end     
DeliveryMonth=Callin(DayCallIn,month); 
MDayReg=cell(1,month); 
for round=1:month 
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    MDayReg{1,round}=DayReg; 
end     
Area 
 
function [DayReg,DayCallIn]=Area(month,RLReg,RLCallIn,NReg,NCallIn); 
XLReg=RLReg(:,1); 
YLReg=RLReg(:,2); 
DayReg=cell(6,5); 
DayCallIn=cell(6,5);         
XLCallIn=RLCallIn(:,1); 
YLCallIn=RLCallIn(:,2); 
L=2.828 
W=2.357     
d1=1;d2=1;d3=1;d4=1;d5=1;d6=1;d7=1;d8=1;d9=1;d10=1; 
d11=1;d12=1;d13=1;d14=1;d15=1;d16=1;d17=1;d18=1;d19=1;d20=1; 
d21=1;d22=1;d23=1;d24=1;d25=1;d26=1;d27=1;d28=1;d29=1;d30=1; 
for Cust=1:NReg 
    switch Cust>0 
        case RLReg(Cust,2)<=W          
            if RLReg(Cust,1)<=L                      
                DayReg{1,1}(d1,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{1,1}(d1,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d1=d1+1; 
            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L & RLReg(Cust,1)<=L*2      
                DayReg{1,2}(d2,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{1,2}(d2,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d2=d2+1; 
            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L*2 & RLReg(Cust,1)<=L*3    
                DayReg{1,3}(d3,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{1,3}(d3,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d3=d3+1; 
            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L*3 & RLReg(Cust,1)<=L*4    
                DayReg{1,4}(d4,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{1,4}(d4,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d4=d4+1; 
            elseif XLReg(Cust,1)>L*4                         
                DayReg{1,5}(d5,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{1,5}(d5,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d5=d5+1; 
            end 
        case RLReg(Cust,2)>W & RLReg(Cust,2)<=W*2  
             if RLReg(Cust,1)<=L                              
                DayReg{2,5}(d10,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{2,5}(d10,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d10=d10+1; 
            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L & RLReg(Cust,1)<=L*2       
                DayReg{2,4}(d9,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{2,4}(d9,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d9=d9+1; 
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            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L*2 & RLReg(Cust,1)<=L*3     
                DayReg{2,3}(d8,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{2,3}(d8,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d8=d8+1; 
            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L*3 & RLReg(Cust,1)<=L*4     
                DayReg{2,2}(d7,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{2,2}(d7,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d7=d7+1; 
            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L*4                          
                DayReg{2,1}(d6,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{2,1}(d6,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d6=d6+1; 
            end 
        case RLReg(Cust,2)>W*2 & RLReg(Cust,2)<=W*3  
             if RLReg(Cust,1)<=L                              
                DayReg{3,1}(d11,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{3,1}(d11,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d11=d11+1; 
            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L & RLReg(Cust,1)<=L*2       
                DayReg{3,2}(d12,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{3,2}(d12,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d12=d12+1; 
                elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L*2 & RLReg(Cust,1)<=L*3  
                DayReg{3,3}(d13,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{3,3}(d13,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d13=d13+1; 
            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L*3 & RLReg(Cust,1)<=L*4     
                DayReg{3,4}(d14,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{3,4}(d14,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d14=d14+1; 
            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L*4                          
                DayReg{3,5}(d6,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{3,5}(d6,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d15=d15+1; 
             end 
        case RLReg(Cust,2)>W*3 & RLReg(Cust,2)<=W*4  
            if RLReg(Cust,1)<=L                               
                DayReg{4,5}(d20,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{4,5}(d20,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d20=d20+1; 
            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L & RLReg(Cust,1)<=L*2       
                DayReg{4,4}(d19,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{4,4}(d19,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d19=d19+1; 
            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L*2 & RLReg(Cust,1)<=L*3     
                 
                DayReg{4,3}(d18,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{4,3}(d18,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d18=d18+1; 
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            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L*3 & RLReg(Cust,1)<=L*4    
                DayReg{4,2}(d17,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{4,2}(d17,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d17=d17+1; 
            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L*4                         
                DayReg{4,2}(d16,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{4,1}(d16,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d16=d16+1; 
             end 
        case RLReg(Cust,2)>W*4 & RLReg(Cust,2)<=W*5   
            if RLReg(Cust,1)<=L                              
                DayReg{5,1}(d21,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{5,1}(d21,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d21=d21+1; 
            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L & RLReg(Cust,1)<=L*2      
                DayReg{5,2}(d22,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{5,2}(d22,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d22=d22+1; 
            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L*2 & RLReg(Cust,1)<=L*3    
                DayReg{5,3}(d23,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{5,3}(d23,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d23=d23+1; 
            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L*3 & RLReg(Cust,1)<=L*4    
                DayReg{5,4}(d24,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{5,4}(d24,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d24=d24+1; 
            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L*4                        % Day 25  
                DayReg{5,5}(d25,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{5,5}(d25,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d25=d25+1; 
             end 
        case RLReg(Cust,2)>W*5         
             if RLReg(Cust,1)<=L                             
                DayReg{6,5}(d30,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{6,5}(d30,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d30=d30+1; 
            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L & RLReg(Cust,1)<=L*2      
    DayReg{6,4}(d29,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{6,4}(d29,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d29=d29+1; 
            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L*2 & RLReg(Cust,1)<=L*3    
                DayReg{6,3}(d28,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{6,3}(d28,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d28=d28+1; 
            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L*3 & RLReg(Cust,1)<=L*4    
                DayReg{6,2}(d27,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{6,2}(d27,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d27=d27+1; 
            elseif RLReg(Cust,1)>L*4                         
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                DayReg{6,1}(d26,1)=RLReg(Cust,1); 
                DayReg{6,1}(d26,2)=RLReg(Cust,2); 
                d26=d26+1; 
             end 
    end 
end     
d1=1;d2=1;d3=1;d4=1;d5=1;d6=1;d7=1;d8=1;d9=1;d10=1; 
d11=1;d12=1;d13=1;d14=1;d15=1;d16=1;d17=1;d18=1;d19=1;d20=1; 
d21=1;d22=1;d23=1;d24=1;d25=1;d26=1;d27=1;d28=1;d29=1;d30=1; 
for Cust=1:NCallIn 
    switch Cust>0 
        case RLCallIn(Cust,2)<=W    
            if RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L                               
                DayCallIn{1,1}(d1,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{1,1}(d1,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d1=d1+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L & RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L*2    
                DayCallIn{1,2}(d2,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{1,2}(d2,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d2=d2+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L*2 & RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L*3  
                DayCallIn{1,3}(d3,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{1,3}(d3,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d3=d3+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L*3 & RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L*4  
                DayCallIn{1,4}(d4,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{1,4}(d4,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d4=d4+1; 
            elseif XLCallIn(Cust,1)>L*4                          
                DayCallIn{1,5}(d5,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{1,5}(d5,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d5=d5+1; 
            end 
        case RLCallIn(Cust,2)>W & RLCallIn(Cust,2)<=W*2 
             if RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L                              
                DayCallIn{2,5}(d10,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{2,5}(d10,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d10=d10+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L & RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L*2    
                DayCallIn{2,4}(d9,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{2,4}(d9,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d9=d9+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L*2 & RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L*3  
                DayCallIn{2,3}(d8,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{2,3}(d8,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d8=d8+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L*3 & RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L*4  
                DayCallIn{2,2}(d7,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{2,2}(d7,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
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                d7=d7+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L*4                          
                DayCallIn{2,1}(d6,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{2,1}(d6,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d6=d6+1; 
            end 
        case RLCallIn(Cust,2)>W*2 & RLCallIn(Cust,2)<=W*3  
            if RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L                             
                DayCallIn{3,1}(d11,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{3,1}(d11,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d11=d11+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L & RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L*2   
                DayCallIn{3,2}(d12,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{3,2}(d12,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d12=d12+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L*2 & RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L*3  
                DayCallIn{3,3}(d13,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{3,3}(d13,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d13=d13+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L*3 & RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L*4  
                DayCallIn{3,4}(d14,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{3,4}(d14,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d14=d14+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L*4                         
                DayCallIn{3,5}(d6,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{3,5}(d6,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d15=d15+1; 
             end 
        case RLCallIn(Cust,2)>W*3 & RLCallIn(Cust,2)<=W*4  
            if RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L                            
                DayCallIn{4,5}(d20,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{4,5}(d20,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d20=d20+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L & RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L*2  
                DayCallIn{4,4}(d19,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{4,4}(d19,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d19=d19+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L*2 & RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L*3% Day 18  
                DayCallIn{4,3}(d18,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{4,3}(d18,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d18=d18+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L*3 & RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L*4% Day 17  
                DayCallIn{4,2}(d17,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{4,2}(d17,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d17=d17+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L*4                        
                DayCallIn{4,2}(d16,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{4,1}(d16,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d16=d16+1; 
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             end 
        case RLCallIn(Cust,2)>W*4 & RLCallIn(Cust,2)<=W*5       
            if RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L                              
                DayCallIn{5,1}(d21,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{5,1}(d21,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d21=d21+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L & RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L*2   
                DayCallIn{5,2}(d22,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{5,2}(d22,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d22=d22+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L*2 & RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L*3  
                DayCallIn{5,3}(d23,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{5,3}(d23,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d23=d23+1; 
           
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L*3 & RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L*4  
                DayCallIn{5,4}(d24,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{5,4}(d24,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d24=d24+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L*4                         
                DayCallIn{5,5}(d25,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{5,5}(d25,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d25=d25+1; 
             end 
        case RLCallIn(Cust,2)>W*5    
             if RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L                            
                DayCallIn{6,5}(d30,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{6,5}(d30,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d30=d30+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L & RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L*2  
                DayCallIn{6,4}(d29,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{6,4}(d29,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d29=d29+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L*2 & RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L*3  
                DayCallIn{6,3}(d28,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{6,3}(d28,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d28=d28+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L*3 & RLCallIn(Cust,1)<=L*4  
                DayCallIn{6,2}(d27,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{6,2}(d27,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d27=d27+1; 
            elseif RLCallIn(Cust,1)>L*4                         
                DayCallIn{6,1}(d26,1)=RLCallIn(Cust,1); 
                DayCallIn{6,1}(d26,2)=RLCallIn(Cust,2); 
                d26=d26+1; 
             end 
    end 
end     
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Callin 
function [DeliveryMonth]=Callin(DayCallIn,month); 
CallBefore2pm=cell(6,5); 
CallAfter2pm=cell(6,5); 
CDelivery=cell(6,5); 
CMonth=cell(1,3); 
TempDelMonth=cell(1,3); 
DayDelivery=cell(6,5); 
DayDeliveryBef=cell(6,5); 
DayDeliveryAf=cell(6,5); 
DeliveryMonth=cell(1,month); 
Tprev=cell(1,5); 
CprevBef=cell(1,5);  
CprevAf=cell(1,5);   
            for row=1:6 
                for col=1:5 
                [NC2pm NC]=size(DayCallIn{row,col}); 
                [CallBefore2pm{row,col} 
CallAfter2pm{row,col}]=GenerateProbability2pmCallIn(NC2pm); 
                end 
            end 
for row=1:6 
    for col=1:5 
       [m n]=size(CallBefore2pm{row,col});  
       [o p]=size(CallAfter2pm{row,col}); 
       Before2pmsize(row,col)=n;  
       After2pmsize(row,col)=p; 
    end 
end     
for row=1:6 
    for col=1:5 
       for round1=1:Before2pmsize(row,col) 
          Bef=CallBefore2pm{row,col}(1,round1); 
          DayDeliveryBef{row,col}(round1,1)=DayCallIn{row,col}(Bef,1);          
DayDeliveryBef{row,col}(round1,2)=DayCallIn{row,col}(Bef,2); 
       end   
       for round2=1:After2pmsize(row,col) 
           Af=CallAfter2pm{row,col}(1,round2); 
           DayDeliveryAf{row,col}(round2,1)=DayCallIn{row,col}(Af,1);  
           DayDeliveryAf{row,col}(round2,2)=DayCallIn{row,col}(Af,2); 
       end  
    end 
end 
for round3=1:month 
    if round3==1  
       for row=1:6 
            for col=1:5 
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                if row==1 & col==1  
                CDelivery{row,col}=[DayDeliveryBef{row,col}]; 
                Ay=DayDeliveryAf{row,col};  
                else 
                CDelivery{row,col}=[Ay;DayDeliveryBef{row,col}]; 
                Ay=DayDeliveryAf{row,col}; 
                end 
            end 
        end  
        DeliveryMonth{1,round3}=CDelivery; 
        Tnext=Ay; 
        TempDelMonth{1,2}=CDelivery; 
        TempDelMonth{1,3}=Tnext; 
        Temp=TempDelMonth{1,2}; 
        TempDelMonth{1,2}=[]; 
        [Cprev CCurrent Cnext]=GenerateProbabilty(Temp); 
        CMonth{1,1}=Cprev; 
        CMonth{1,2}=CCurrent; 
        CMonth{1,3}=Cnext; 
    else 
            [NC2pm cc]=size(Cprev{1,1});  
            [CprevBef{1,1} CprevAf{1,1}]=GenerateProbability2pmCallIn(NC2pm); 
            [NC2pm cc]=size(Cprev{1,2});  
            [CprevBef{1,2} CprevAf{1,2}]=GenerateProbability2pmCallIn(NC2pm); 
            [NC2pm cc]=size(Cprev{1,3});  
            [CprevBef{1,3} CprevAf{1,3}]=GenerateProbability2pmCallIn(NC2pm); 
            [NC2pm cc]=size(Cprev{1,4});  
            [CprevBef{1,4} CprevAf{1,4}]=GenerateProbability2pmCallIn(NC2pm); 
            [NC2pm cc]=size(Cprev{1,5});  
            [CprevBef{1,5} CprevAf{1,5}]=GenerateProbability2pmCallIn(NC2pm); 
            [rB cB]=size(CprevBef{1,1}); 
            ktt=[]; 
            for dd=1:cB 
                nn=CprevBef{1,1}(1,dd); 
                kt=Cprev{1,1}; 
                ktt=[ktt;kt(nn,:)]; 
            end   
            Tprev{1,1}=[Tprev{1,1};ktt]; 
            [rB cB]=size(CprevAf{1,1}); 
            ktt=[]; 
            for dd=1:cB 
                nn=CprevAf{1,1}(1,dd); 
                kt=Cprev{1,1}; 
                ktt=[ktt;kt(nn,:)]; 
            end    
            Tprev{1,2}=[Tprev{1,2};ktt]; 
            [rB cB]=size(CprevBef{1,2}); 
            ktt=[]; 
            for dd=1:cB 
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                nn=CprevBef{1,2}(1,dd); 
                kt=Cprev{1,2}; 
                ktt=[ktt;kt(nn,:)]; 
            end 
            Tprev{1,2}=[Tprev{1,2};ktt]; 
            [rB cB]=size(CprevAf{1,2}); 
            ktt=[]; 
            for dd=1:cB 
                nn=CprevAf{1,2}(1,dd); 
                kt=Cprev{1,2}; 
                ktt=[ktt;kt(nn,:)]; 
            end    
            Tprev{1,3}=[Tprev{1,3};ktt]; 
            [rB cB]=size(CprevBef{1,3}); 
            ktt=[]; 
            for dd=1:cB 
                nn=CprevBef{1,3}(1,dd); 
                kt=Cprev{1,3}; 
                ktt=[ktt;kt(nn,:)]; 
            end 
            Tprev{1,3}=[Tprev{1,3};ktt]; 
            [rB cB]=size(CprevAf{1,3}); 
            ktt=[]; 
            for dd=1:cB 
                nn=CprevAf{1,3}(1,dd); 
                kt=Cprev{1,3}; 
                ktt=[ktt;kt(nn,:)]; 
            end    
            Tprev{1,4}=[Tprev{1,4};ktt]; 
            [rB cB]=size(CprevBef{1,4}); 
            ktt=[]; 
            for dd=1:cB 
                nn=CprevBef{1,4}(1,dd); 
                kt=Cprev{1,4}; 
                ktt=[ktt;kt(nn,:)]; 
            end 
            Tprev{1,4}=[Tprev{1,4};ktt]; 
            [rB cB]=size(CprevAf{1,4}); 
            ktt=[]; 
            for dd=1:cB 
                nn=CprevAf{1,4}(1,dd); 
                kt=Cprev{1,4}; 
                ktt=[ktt;kt(nn,:)]; 
            end    
            Tprev{1,5}=[Tprev{1,5};ktt]; 
            [rB cB]=size(CprevBef{1,5}); 
            ktt=[]; 
            for dd=1:cB 
                nn=CprevBef{1,5}(1,dd); 
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                kt=Cprev{1,5}; 
                ktt=[ktt;kt(nn,:)]; 
            end 
            Tprev{1,5}=[Tprev{1,5};ktt]; 
            TempDelMonth{1,1}=Tprev; 
            Tprev=[]; 
            Tprev=cell(1,5); 
            DeliveryMonth{1,round3-1}{6,1}=[DeliveryMonth{1,round3-
1}{6,1};TempDelMonth{1,1}{1,1}]; 
            DeliveryMonth{1,round3-1}{6,2}=[DeliveryMonth{1,round3-
1}{6,2};TempDelMonth{1,1}{1,2}]; 
            DeliveryMonth{1,round3-1}{6,3}=[DeliveryMonth{1,round3-
1}{6,3};TempDelMonth{1,1}{1,3}]; 
            DeliveryMonth{1,round3-1}{6,4}=[DeliveryMonth{1,round3-
1}{6,4};TempDelMonth{1,1}{1,4}]; 
            DeliveryMonth{1,round3-1}{6,5}=[DeliveryMonth{1,round3-
1}{6,5};TempDelMonth{1,1}{1,5}]; 
            for row=1:6 
                for col=1:5 
                       [NC2pm NC]=size(CMonth{1,2}{row,col}); 
           [CallBefore2pm{row,col} 
CallAfter2pm{row,col}]=GenerateProbability2pmCallIn(NC2pm); 
                end 
            end 
            for row=1:6 
                for col=1:5 
                   [m n]=size(CallBefore2pm{row,col});  
                   [o p]=size(CallAfter2pm{row,col}); 
                   Before2pmsize(row,col)=n;  
                   After2pmsize(row,col)=p; 
                end 
            end     
            for row=1:6 
                for col=1:5 
                    ktt=[]; 
                    DayDeliveryBef{row,col}=[]; 
                   for round1=1:Before2pmsize(row,col)  
                        Bef=CallBefore2pm{row,col}(1,round1); 
                        kt=CMonth{1,2}{row,col}; 
                        ktt=[ktt;kt(Bef,:)]; 
                   end     
                   DayDeliveryBef{row,col}=[DayDeliveryBef{row,col};ktt]; 
                   ktt=[]; 
                   DayDeliveryAf{row,col}=[]; 
                   for round2=1:After2pmsize(row,col)   
                       Af=CallAfter2pm{row,col}(1,round2); 
                       kt=CMonth{1,2}{row,col}; 
                       ktt=[ktt;kt(Af,:)]; 
                   end 
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                   DayDeliveryAf{row,col}=[DayDeliveryAf{row,col};ktt]; 
                end 
            end  
            CDelivery=[]; 
            CDelivery=cell(6,5); 
            for row=1:6 
                for col=1:5 
                    if row==1 & col==1  
                    CDelivery{row,col}=DayDeliveryBef{row,col}; 
                    Ay=DayDeliveryAf{row,col};    
                    else 
                    CDelivery{row,col}=[Ay;DayDeliveryBef{row,col}]; 
                    Ay=DayDeliveryAf{row,col}; 
                    end 
                end 
             end 
            TempDelMonth{1,2}=CDelivery; 
            [rB cB]=size(CprevAf{1,5}); 
            ktt=[]; 
            for dd=1:cB 
                nn=CprevAf{1,5}(1,dd); 
                kt=Cprev{1,5}; 
                ktt=[ktt;kt(nn,:)]; 
            end    
            TempDelMonth{1,2}{1,1}=[TempDelMonth{1,2}{1,1};ktt]; 
            TempDelMonth{1,2}{1,1}=[Tnext;TempDelMonth{1,2}{1,1}]; 
            DeliveryMonth{1,round3}=TempDelMonth{1,2}; 
            Tnext=Ay; 
            TempDelMonth{1,3}=Tnext; 
            Temp=TempDelMonth{1,2}; 
            TempDelMonth{1,2}=[]; 
            TempDelMonth{1,1}=[]; 
            [CMonth{1,1} CMonth{1,2} CMonth{1,3}]=GenerateProbabilty(Temp); 
            CMonth{1,2}{1,1}=[Cnext{1,1};CMonth{1,2}{1,1}]; 
            CMonth{1,2}{1,2}=[Cnext{1,2};CMonth{1,2}{1,2}]; 
            Cprev=CMonth{1,1}; 
            CCurrent=CMonth{1,2}; 
            Cnext=CMonth{1,3}; 
    end 
end 
  
 
Flex Reg 
 
function[MDayReg]=FlexReg(DayReg,month,num,DeliveryMonth,NReg,NCallIn); 
 MDayReg=cell(1,month); 
 TEDayReg=cell(1,30); 
ER=1; 
    for row=1:6   
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        for col=1:5 
        TEDayReg{1,ER}=DayReg{row,col}; 
        ER=ER+1; 
        end 
    end   
 EDayCallIn=cell(1,30); 
for round=1:month 
    EDayReg=TEDayReg;  
    ER=1; 
    for row=1:6 
        for col=1:5 
        EDayCallIn{1,ER}=DeliveryMonth{1,round}{row,col}; 
        ER=ER+1; 
        end 
    end    
    for n=1:30 
        if n==1 
            CYesterday=0; 
            [CToday r]=size(EDayCallIn{1,n}); 
            [RToday r]=size(EDayReg{1,n}); 
            [CTomorrow r]=size(EDayCallIn{1,n+1}); 
            [RTomorrow r]=size(EDayReg{1,n+1}); 
            TToday=CToday+RToday; 
            TTomorrow=CTomorrow+RTomorrow; 
            if num==3 
            DDiff=fix((TToday+TTomorrow)./2);  
            else 
            DDiff=(NReg+NCallIn)./30; 
            end 
            DDD=[]; 
            if TToday<DDiff & TTomorrow>DDiff 
               TDiff=DDiff-TToday;  
               [RTomorrow r]=size(EDayReg{1,n+1}); 
               if TDiff>RTomorrow 
                   TDiff=RTomorrow;  
               end   
               DDD=EDayReg{1,n+1}; 
               EE=sortrows(DDD); 
                  for nt=1:TDiff  
                      EDayReg{1,n}=[EDayReg{1,n};EE(nt,:)]; 
                  end 
                  EEE=[]; 
                  for nt=(TDiff+1):RTomorrow  
                      EEE=[EEE;EE(nt,:)];  
                  end 
                  EDayReg{1,n+1}=EEE; 
            elseif TToday>DDiff & TTomorrow<DDiff 
                TDiff=TToday-DDiff; 
                [RToday r]=size(EDayReg{1,n}); 
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                if TDiff>RToday 
                   TDiff=RToday;  
                end   
                DDD=EDayReg{1,n}; 
                EE=sortrows(DDD); 
                ntt=RToday; 
                  for nt=1:TDiff  
                      EDayReg{1,n+1}=[EDayReg{1,n+1};EE(ntt,:)]; 
                      ntt=ntt-1; 
                  end 
                  EEE=[]; 
                  for nt=1:RToday-TDiff  
                      EEE=[EEE;EE(nt,:)];  
                  end 
                  EDayReg{1,n}=EEE; 
            end     
         elseif (n>=2 & n<=5) | (n>=11 & n<=15) |(n>=21 & n<=25) 
            [CYesterday r]=size(EDayCallIn{1,n-1}); 
            [CToday r]=size(EDayCallIn{1,n}); 
            [CTomorrow r]=size(EDayCallIn{1,n+1}); 
            [RYesterday r]=size(EDayReg{1,n-1}); 
            [RToday r]=size(EDayReg{1,n}); 
            [RTomorrow r]=size(EDayReg{1,n+1}); 
            TTYesterday=CYesterday+RYesterday; 
            TToday=CToday+RToday; 
            TTomorrow=CTomorrow+RTomorrow; 
            if num==3 
            DDiff=fix((TTYesterday+TToday+TTomorrow)./3); 
            else 
            DDiff=(NReg+NCallIn)./30; 
            end 
            DDD=[]; 
            if TTYesterday<DDiff & TToday>DDiff 
               YDiff=DDiff-TTYesterday;  
               [RToday r]=size(EDayReg{1,n}); 
               if YDiff>RToday 
                   YDiff=RToday;  
               end   
               DDD=EDayReg{1,n}; 
               EE=sortrows(DDD); 
                  for nt=1:YDiff  
                      EDayReg{1,n-1}=[EDayReg{1,n-1};EE(nt,:)]; 
                  end 
                  EEE=[]; 
                  for nt=(YDiff+1):RToday  
                      EEE=[EEE;EE(nt,:)];  
                  end 
                  EDayReg{1,n}=EEE; 
            elseif TTYesterday>DDiff & TToday<DDiff 
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                YDiff=TTYesterday-DDiff; 
                [RYesterday r]=size(EDayReg{1,n-1}); 
                DDD=EDayReg{1,n-1}; 
                if YDiff>RYesterday 
                   YDiff=RYesterday;  
                end 
                EE=sortrows(DDD); 
                ntt=RYesterday;   
                  for nt=1:YDiff  
                      EDayReg{1,n}=[EDayReg{1,n};EE(ntt,:)]; 
                      ntt=ntt-1; 
                  end 
                  EEE=[]; 
                  for nt=1:RYesterday-YDiff  
                      EEE=[EEE;EE(nt,:)];  
                  end 
                  EDayReg{1,n-1}=EEE; 
            end    
            DDD=[];  
            if TToday<DDiff & TTomorrow>DDiff  
               TDiff=DDiff-TToday;  
               [RTomorrow r]=size(EDayReg{1,n+1}); 
               if TDiff>RTomorrow 
                   TDiff=RTomorrow;  
               end   
               DDD=EDayReg{1,n+1}; 
               EE=sortrows(DDD); 
                  for nt=1:TDiff  
                      EDayReg{1,n}=[EDayReg{1,n};EE(nt,:)]; 
                  end 
                  EEE=[]; 
                  for nt=(TDiff+1):RTomorrow  
                      EEE=[EEE;EE(nt,:)];  
                  end 
                  EDayReg{1,n+1}=EEE; 
            elseif TToday>DDiff & TTomorrow<DDiff 
                TDiff=TToday-DDiff; 
                [RToday r]=size(EDayReg{1,n}); 
                DDD=EDayReg{1,n}; 
                if TDiff>RToday 
                   TDiff=RToday;  
                end   
                EE=sortrows(DDD); 
                ntt=RToday; 
                  for nt=1:TDiff  
                      EDayReg{1,n+1}=[EDayReg{1,n+1};EE(ntt,:)]; 
                      ntt=ntt-1; 
                  end 
                  EEE=[]; 
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                  for nt=1:RToday-TDiff  
                      EEE=[EEE;EE(nt,:)];  
                  end 
                  EDayReg{1,n}=EEE; 
            end    
        elseif (n>=6 & n<=10) | (n>=16 & n<=20) |(n>=26 & n<=29) 
            [CYesterday r]=size(EDayCallIn{1,n-1}); 
            [CToday r]=size(EDayCallIn{1,n}); 
            [CTomorrow r]=size(EDayCallIn{1,n+1}); 
            [RYesterday r]=size(EDayReg{1,n-1}); 
            [RToday r]=size(EDayReg{1,n}); 
            [RTomorrow r]=size(EDayReg{1,n+1}); 
            TTYesterday=CYesterday+RYesterday; 
            TToday=CToday+RToday; 
            TTomorrow=CTomorrow+RTomorrow; 
            if num==3 
            DDiff=fix((TTYesterday+TToday+TTomorrow)./3); 
            else 
            DDiff=(NReg+NCallIn)./30; 
            end 
            DDD=[]; 
            if TTYesterday>DDiff & TToday<DDiff 
               YDiff=TTYesterday-DDiff;  
               [RYesterday r]=size(EDayReg{1,n-1}); 
               if YDiff>RYesterday 
                   YDiff=RYesterday;  
               end   
               DDD=EDayReg{1,n-1}; 
               EE=sortrows(DDD); 
                  for nt=1:YDiff  
                      EDayReg{1,n}=[EDayReg{1,n};EE(nt,:)]; 
                  end 
                  EEE=[]; 
                  for nt=(YDiff+1):RYesterday  
                      EEE=[EEE;EE(nt,:)];  
                  end 
                  EDayReg{1,n-1}=EEE; 
            elseif TTYesterday<DDiff & TToday>DDiff 
                YDiff=DDiff-TTYesterday; 
                [RToday r]=size(EDayReg{1,n}); 
                DDD=EDayReg{1,n}; 
                if YDiff>RToday 
                   YDiff=RToday;  
                end 
                EE=sortrows(DDD); 
                ntt=RToday;   
                  for nt=1:YDiff  
                      EDayReg{1,n-1}=[EDayReg{1,n-1};EE(ntt,:)]; 
                      ntt=ntt-1; 
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                  end 
                  EEE=[]; 
                  for nt=1:RToday-YDiff  
                      EEE=[EEE;EE(nt,:)];  
                  end 
                  EDayReg{1,n}=EEE; 
            end    
            DDD=[];  
            if TToday>DDiff & TTomorrow<DDiff 
               TDiff=TToday-DDiff;  
               [RToday r]=size(EDayReg{1,n}); 
               if TDiff>RToday 
                   TDiff=RToday;  
               end   
               DDD=EDayReg{1,n}; 
               EE=sortrows(DDD); 
                  for nt=1:TDiff  
                      EDayReg{1,n+1}=[EDayReg{1,n+1};EE(nt,:)]; 
                  end 
                  EEE=[]; 
                  for nt=(TDiff+1):RToday  
                      EEE=[EEE;EE(nt,:)];  
                  end 
                  EDayReg{1,n}=EEE; 
            elseif TToday<DDiff & TTomorrow>DDiff 
                TDiff=DDiff-TToday; 
                [RTomorrow r]=size(EDayReg{1,n+1}); 
                DDD=EDayReg{1,n+1}; 
                if TDiff>RTomorrow 
                   TDiff=RTomorrow;  
                end   
                EE=sortrows(DDD); 
                ntt=RTomorrow; 
                  for nt=1:TDiff  
                      EDayReg{1,n}=[EDayReg{1,n};EE(ntt,:)]; 
                      ntt=ntt-1; 
                  end 
                  EEE=[]; 
                  for nt=1:RTomorrow-TDiff  
                      EEE=[EEE;EE(nt,:)];  
                  end 
                  EDayReg{1,n+1}=EEE; 
            end    
        elseif n==30 
            [CYesterday r]=size(EDayCallIn{1,n-1}); 
            [CToday r]=size(EDayCallIn{1,n}); 
            [RYesterday r]=size(EDayReg{1,n-1}); 
            [RToday r]=size(EDayReg{1,n}); 
            TTYesterday=CYesterday+RYesterday; 
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            TToday=CToday+RToday; 
            CTomorrow=0; 
            if num==3 
            DDiff=fix((TTYesterday+TToday)./2); 
            else 
            DDiff=(NReg+NCallIn)./30; 
            end 
            DDD=[]; 
            if TTYesterday<DDiff & TToday>DDiff 
               YDiff=DDiff-TTYesterday;  
               [RToday r]=size(EDayReg{1,n}); 
               if YDiff>RToday 
                   YDiff=RToday;  
               end   
               DDD=EDayReg{1,n}; 
               EE=sortrows(DDD); 
                  for nt=1:YDiff  
                      EDayReg{1,n-1}=[EDayReg{1,n-1};EE(nt,:)]; 
                  end 
                  EEE=[]; 
                  for nt=(YDiff+1):RToday  
                      EEE=[EEE;EE(nt,:)];  
                  end 
                  EDayReg{1,n}=EEE; 
            elseif TTYesterday>DDiff & TToday<DDiff 
                YDiff=TTYesterday-DDiff; 
                [RYesterday r]=size(EDayReg{1,n-1}); 
                if YDiff>RYesterday 
                   YDiff=RYesterday;  
                end   
                DDD=EDayReg{1,n-1}; 
                EE=sortrows(DDD); 
                ntt=RYesterday; 
                  for nt=1:YDiff  
                      EDayReg{1,n}=[EDayReg{1,n};EE(ntt,:)]; 
                      ntt=ntt-1; 
                  end 
                  EEE=[]; 
                  for nt=1:RYesterday-YDiff  
                      EEE=[EEE;EE(nt,:)];  
                  end 
                  EDayReg{1,n-1}=EEE; 
            end 
        end     
    end  
    EFDayReg=cell(6,5); 
    ER=1; 
    for row=1:6 
        for col=1:5 
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            EFDayReg{row,col}=EDayReg{1,ER}; 
            ER=ER+1; 
        end 
    end     
    MDayReg{1,round}=EFDayReg; 
end 
 
 
GenerateProbability 
 
function[Cprev,Cmonth1,Cnext]=GenerateProbabilty(Temp); 
fprintf('Temp from GenerateProbability1:\n'); 
disp(Temp); 
MemThisMonthCsize=zeros(6,5); 
for row1=1:6 
    for col1=1:5 
        [m1 n1]=size(Temp{row1,col1}); 
        MemThisMonthCsize(row1,col1)=m1; 
    end 
end 
NProb=11 
inc=cell(1,NProb); 
incsize=zeros(1,NProb); 
pdf=zeros(1,NProb); 
Cprev=cell(1,5); 
Cnext=cell(1,5); 
Cmonth=cell(1,30); 
Cmonth1=cell(6,5); 
Cday=1; 
pdf(1,1)=0.02; 
pdf(1,2)=0.03; 
pdf(1,3)=0.05; 
pdf(1,4)=0.10; 
pdf(1,5)=0.15; 
pdf(1,6)=0.30; 
pdf(1,7)=0.15; 
pdf(1,8)=0.10; 
pdf(1,9)=0.05; 
pdf(1,10)=0.03; 
pdf(1,11)=0.02; 
for row=1:6 
    for col=1:5 
        uni=rand(1,MemThisMonthCsize(row,col)); 
        cumprob=[0 cumsum(pdf)]; 
        sample=zeros(1,MemThisMonthCsize(row,col)); 
        disp(uni); 
        disp(cumprob); 
            for j=1:NProb 
              ind=find((uni>cumprob(j)) & (uni<=cumprob(j+1))); 
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              sample(ind)=j; 
            end 
        disp(sample); 
            for cd=1:NProb 
                inc{1,cd}=find(sample==cd); 
                [a incsize(1,cd)]=size(inc{1,cd}); 
            end     
            if Cday==1 
                            kccc=[];  
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,1) 
                               nn=inc{1,1}(1,cd1); 
                               kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                               kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cprev{1,1}=kccc; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,2) 
                                nn=inc{1,2}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cprev{1,2}=kccc; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,3) 
                                nn=inc{1,3}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cprev{1,3}=kccc; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,4) 
                                nn=inc{1,4}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cprev{1,4}=kccc; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,5) 
                                nn=inc{1,5}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cprev{1,5}=kccc; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,6) 
                                nn=inc{1,6}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
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                            Cmonth{1,Cday}=kccc; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,7) 
                                nn=inc{1,7}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+1}=kccc;  
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,8) 
                                nn=inc{1,8}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+2}=kccc;   
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,9) 
                                nn=inc{1,9}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+3}=kccc;     
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,10) 
                                nn=inc{1,10}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+4}=kccc; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,11) 
                                nn=inc{1,11}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+5}=kccc;    
                    Cday=Cday+1; 
            elseif Cday==2 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,1) 
                                nn=inc{1,1}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cprev{1,Cday}=[Cprev{1,Cday};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,2) 
                                nn=inc{1,2}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
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                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cprev{1,Cday+1}=[Cprev{1,Cday+1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,3) 
                                nn=inc{1,3}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cprev{1,Cday+2}=[Cprev{1,Cday+2};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,4) 
                                nn=inc{1,4}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cprev{1,Cday+3}=[Cprev{1,Cday+3};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,5) 
                                nn=inc{1,5}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-1}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,6) 
                                nn=inc{1,6}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday}=[Cmonth{1,Cday};kccc];    
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,7) 
                                nn=inc{1,7}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+1}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,8) 
                                nn=inc{1,8}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+2}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+2};kccc];     
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,9) 
                                nn=inc{1,9}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
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                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+3}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+3};kccc];     
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,10) 
                                nn=inc{1,10}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+4}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+4};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,11) 
                                nn=inc{1,11}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+5}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+5};kccc];    
                    Cday=Cday+1; 
            elseif Cday==3  
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,1) 
                                nn=inc{1,1}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cprev{1,Cday}=[Cprev{1,Cday};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,2) 
                                nn=inc{1,2}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cprev{1,Cday+1}=[Cprev{1,Cday+1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,3) 
                                nn=inc{1,3}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cprev{1,Cday+2}=[Cprev{1,Cday+2};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,4) 
                                nn=inc{1,4}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-2}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-2};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,5) 
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                                nn=inc{1,5}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end   
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-1}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,6) 
                                nn=inc{1,6}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end   
                            Cmonth{1,Cday}=[Cmonth{1,Cday};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,7) 
                                nn=inc{1,7}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end   
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+1}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+1};kccc];     
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,8) 
                                nn=inc{1,8}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end   
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+2}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+2};kccc];     
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,9) 
                                nn=inc{1,9}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end   
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+3}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+3};kccc];    
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,10) 
                                nn=inc{1,10}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end   
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+4}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+4};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,11) 
                                nn=inc{1,11}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end   
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+5}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+5};kccc];     
                   Cday=Cday+1; 
            elseif Cday==4 
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                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,1) 
                                nn=inc{1,1}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                           Cprev{1,Cday}=[Cprev{1,Cday};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,2) 
                                nn=inc{1,2}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cprev{1,Cday+1}=[Cprev{1,Cday+1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,3) 
                                nn=inc{1,3}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-3}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-3};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,4) 
                                nn=inc{1,4}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-2}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-2};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,5) 
                                nn=inc{1,5}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-1}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,6) 
                                nn=inc{1,6}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday}=[Cmonth{1,Cday};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,7) 
                                nn=inc{1,7}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+1}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+1};kccc]; 
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                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,8) 
                                nn=inc{1,8}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+2}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+2};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,9) 
                                nn=inc{1,9}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+3}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+3};kccc];     
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,10) 
                                nn=inc{1,10}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+4}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+4};kccc];   
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,11) 
                                nn=inc{1,11}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+5}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+5};kccc];      
                    Cday=Cday+1; 
            elseif Cday==5 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,1) 
                                nn=inc{1,1}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cprev{1,Cday}=[Cprev{1,Cday};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,2) 
                                nn=inc{1,2}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-4}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-4};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,3) 
                                nn=inc{1,3}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
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                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-3}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-3};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,4) 
                                nn=inc{1,4}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-2}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-2};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,5) 
                                nn=inc{1,5}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-1}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,6) 
                                nn=inc{1,6}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday}=[Cmonth{1,Cday};kccc];   
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,7) 
                                nn=inc{1,7}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+1}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,8) 
                                nn=inc{1,8}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+2}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+2};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,9) 
                                nn=inc{1,9}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+3}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+3};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,10) 
                                nn=inc{1,10}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
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                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+4}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+4};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,11) 
                                nn=inc{1,11}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+5}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+5};kccc]; 
                  Cday=Cday+1; 
            elseif Cday>=6 & Cday<=25                
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,1) 
                                nn=inc{1,1}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-5}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-5};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,2) 
                                nn=inc{1,2}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-4}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-4};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,3) 
                                nn=inc{1,3}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-3}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-3};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,4) 
                                nn=inc{1,4}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-2}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-2};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,5) 
                                nn=inc{1,5}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-1}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,6) 
                                nn=inc{1,6}(1,cd1); 
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                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday}=[Cmonth{1,Cday};kccc];   
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,7) 
                                nn=inc{1,7}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+1}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,8) 
                                nn=inc{1,8}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+2}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+2};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,9) 
                                nn=inc{1,9}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+3}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+3};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,10) 
                                nn=inc{1,10}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+4}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+4};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,11) 
                                nn=inc{1,11}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+5}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+5};kccc]; 
                 Cday=Cday+1; 
            elseif Cday==26 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,1) 
                                nn=inc{1,1}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-5}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-5};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
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                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,2) 
                                nn=inc{1,2}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-4}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-4};kccc];                              
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,3) 
                                nn=inc{1,3}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-3}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-3};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,4) 
                                nn=inc{1,4}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-2}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-2};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,5) 
                                nn=inc{1,5}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-1}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,6) 
                                nn=inc{1,6}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday}=[Cmonth{1,Cday};kccc];   
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,7) 
                                nn=inc{1,7}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+1}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,8) 
                                nn=inc{1,8}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+2}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+2};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
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                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,9) 
                                nn=inc{1,9}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+3}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+3};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,10) 
                                nn=inc{1,10}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+4}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+4};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,11) 
                                nn=inc{1,11}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cnext{1,1}=[Cnext{1,1};kccc]; 
                  Cday=Cday+1; 
            elseif Cday==27 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,1) 
                                nn=inc{1,1}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-5}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-5};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,2) 
                                nn=inc{1,2}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-4}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-4};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,3) 
                                nn=inc{1,3}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-3}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-3};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,4) 
                                nn=inc{1,4}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
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                            Cmonth{1,Cday-2}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-2};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,5) 
                                nn=inc{1,5}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-1}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,6) 
                                nn=inc{1,6}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday}=[Cmonth{1,Cday};kccc];   
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,7) 
                                nn=inc{1,7}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+1}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,8) 
                                nn=inc{1,8}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+2}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+2};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,9) 
                                nn=inc{1,9}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+3}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+3};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,10) 
                                nn=inc{1,10}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cnext{1,1}=[Cnext{1,1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,11) 
                                nn=inc{1,11}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
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                            Cnext{1,2}=[Cnext{1,2};kccc]; 
                  Cday=Cday+1; 
            elseif Cday==28 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,1) 
                                nn=inc{1,1}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-5}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-5};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,2) 
                                nn=inc{1,2}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-4}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-4};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,3) 
                                nn=inc{1,3}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-3}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-3};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,4) 
                                nn=inc{1,4}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-2}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-2};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,5) 
                                nn=inc{1,5}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-1}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,6) 
                                nn=inc{1,6}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday}=[Cmonth{1,Cday};kccc];   
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,7) 
                                nn=inc{1,7}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
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                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+1}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,8) 
                                nn=inc{1,8}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+2}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+2};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,9) 
                                nn=inc{1,9}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cnext{1,1}=[Cnext{1,1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,10) 
                                nn=inc{1,10}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cnext{1,2}=[Cnext{1,2};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,11) 
                                nn=inc{1,11}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cnext{1,3}=[Cnext{1,3};kccc]; 
                  Cday=Cday+1; 
            elseif Cday==29 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,1) 
                                nn=inc{1,1}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-5}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-5};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,2) 
                                nn=inc{1,2}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-4}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-4};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,3) 
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                                nn=inc{1,3}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-3}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-3};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,4) 
                                nn=inc{1,4}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-2}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-2};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,5) 
                                nn=inc{1,5}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-1}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,6) 
                                nn=inc{1,6}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday}=[Cmonth{1,Cday};kccc];   
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,7) 
                                nn=inc{1,7}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday+1}=[Cmonth{1,Cday+1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,8) 
                                nn=inc{1,8}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cnext{1,1}=[Cnext{1,1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,9) 
                                nn=inc{1,9}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cnext{1,2}=[Cnext{1,2};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,10) 
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                                nn=inc{1,10}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cnext{1,3}=[Cnext{1,3};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,11) 
                                nn=inc{1,11}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cnext{1,4}=[Cnext{1,4};kccc]; 
                  Cday=Cday+1;   
            elseif Cday==30 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,1) 
                                nn=inc{1,1}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-5}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-5};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,2) 
                                nn=inc{1,2}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-4}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-4};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,3) 
                                nn=inc{1,3}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-3}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-3};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,4) 
                                nn=inc{1,4}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-2}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-2};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,5) 
                                nn=inc{1,5}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday-1}=[Cmonth{1,Cday-1};kccc]; 
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                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,6) 
                                nn=inc{1,6}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cmonth{1,Cday}=[Cmonth{1,Cday};kccc];   
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,7) 
                                nn=inc{1,7}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cnext{1,1}=[Cnext{1,1};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,8) 
                                nn=inc{1,8}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cnext{1,2}=[Cnext{1,2};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,9) 
                                nn=inc{1,9}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cnext{1,3}=[Cnext{1,3};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,10) 
                                nn=inc{1,10}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cnext{1,4}=[Cnext{1,4};kccc]; 
                            kccc=[]; 
                            for cd1=1:incsize(1,11) 
                                nn=inc{1,11}(1,cd1); 
                                kc=Temp{row,col}; 
                                kccc=[kccc;kc(nn,:)]; 
                            end 
                            Cnext{1,5}=[Cnext{1,5};kccc]; 
                  Cday=Cday+1;       
            end 
    end 
    CC=1; 
    for row=1:6 
        for col=1:5 
        Cmonth1{row,col}=Cmonth{1,CC}; 
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        CC=CC+1; 
        end 
    end     
end 
 
 
GenerateProbabilityCallIn 
 
function[inc,inn]=GenerateProbability2pmCallIn(NC2pm) 
if NC2pm==0 
    inc=[]; 
    inn=[]; 
else     
N2pmProb=2; 
pdf=zeros(1,N2pmProb); 
pdf(1,1)=0.625; 
pdf(1,2)=0.375; 
if (sum(pdf) ~= 1) 
    error('Probabilities do not sum up to 1'); 
end 
uni=rand(1,NC2pm); 
cumprob=[0 cumsum(pdf)]; 
sample=zeros(1,NC2pm); 
for j=1:N2pmProb 
  ind=find((uni>cumprob(j)) & (uni<=cumprob(j+1))); 
  sample(ind)=j; 
end 
inc=find(sample==1); 
inn=find(sample==2); 
end 
 
  
TSPGreedy3Opt 
  
function[COptDist]=TSPGreedy3Opt(DayDelivery) 
if isempty(DayDelivery)==1 
    COptDist=0; 
elseif m==1    
    COptDist=sqrt(((0 - DayDelivery(1,1)).^2) + ((0 - DayDelivery(1,2)).^2)); 
else     
[m n]=size(DayDelivery); 
NCallIn=m; 
XLCallIn=DayDelivery(:,1); 
YLCallIn=DayDelivery(:,2); 
CDistance=zeros(NCallIn,NCallIn); 
for same = 1:NCallIn         
    CDistance(same,same)=inf; 
end     
for count = 1:NCallIn-1 
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        round=count 
        while round <= NCallIn-1 
        CallInDist = sqrt(((XLCallIn(count) - XLCallIn(round+1)).^2) + 
((YLCallIn(count) - YLCallIn(round+1)).^2)); 
        CDistance(count,round+1)= CallInDist; 
        CDistance(round+1,count)= CallInDist; 
        round=round+1; 
        end 
end 
CRealDist=CDistance; 
[dis ind]=min(CDistance); 
[dis ind]=min(dis); 
CKeepNode=zeros(1,NCallIn); 
CK=zeros(1,NCallIn);      
CompareNode=zeros(1,2);  
ComVal=zeros(1,2);  
CTTDistance=zeros(1,NCallIn);    
CK(1,1)=ind;   
[E,I]=min(CDistance(CK(1,1),:)); 
CK(1,2)=I; 
CDistance(CK(1,1),CK(1,2))=inf; 
CDistance(CK(1,2),CK(1,1))=inf; 
CTTDistance(1,1)=E; 
for G=2:NCallIn-1  
       clear CompareNode; 
       clear ComVal; 
       for count1=1:(G-1).*2 
            CompareNode(1,1)=CK(1,1); 
            CompareNode(1,2)=CK(1,G); 
            [E1,I1]=min(CDistance(CompareNode(1,1),:)); 
            [E2,I2]=min(CDistance(CompareNode(1,2),:)); 
            ComVal(1,1)=E1; 
            ComVal(1,2)=E2; 
            [Cp,idx]=min(ComVal); 
            if idx==1 
                  for prev=1:G   
                        PrevNode=CK(1,prev); 
                     if PrevNode==I1 
                     CDistance(I1,CK(1,1))=inf;  
                     CDistance(CK(1,1),I1)=inf; 
                     end 
                  end    
            else  
                  for prev=1:G  
                        PrevNode=CK(1,prev); 
                     if PrevNode==I2 
                     CDistance(I2,CK(1,G))=inf;  
                     CDistance(CK(1,G),I2)=inf; 
                     end 
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                  end 
            end       
       end 
       if idx==1  
                MVposit=G+2; 
                for count2=1:G+1 
                CK(1,MVposit)=CK(1,MVposit-1); 
                MVposit=MVposit-1; 
                end 
                MVposit=G+1;   
                for count3=1:G 
                CTTDistance(1,MVposit)=CTTDistance(1,MVposit-1); 
                MVposit=MVposit-1; 
                end 
                CK(1,1)=I1; 
                CTTDistance(1,1)=E1; 
                CDistance(CK(1,2),CK(1,1))=inf; 
                CDistance(CK(1,1),CK(1,2))=inf; 
       else 
                CK(1,G+1)=I2; 
                CTTDistance(1,G)=E2; 
                CDistance(CK(1,G),CK(1,G+1))=inf; 
                CDistance(CK(G+1),CK(1,G))=inf; 
       end 
end     
       for count4=1:NCallIn 
           CKeepNode(1,count4)=CK(1,count4); 
       end 
       CTTDistance(1,NCallIn)=CRealDist(CK(1,1),CK(1,NCallIn)); 
       CTotalDist=sum(CTTDistance); 
CInitialSol=CKeepNode;      
CObjV=zeros(1,NCallIn);     
COptDist= CTotalDist; 
 COptSol=CKeepNode; 
 NodeI=1; 
 NodeJ=NodeI+1; 
 NodeK=NodeJ+1; 
while NodeI<=NCallIn-2 
        CInitialSol=CKeepNode;   
        CInitialSol(1,NodeJ)=CKeepNode(1,NodeI); 
        CInitialSol(1,NodeK)=CKeepNode(1,NodeJ); 
        CInitialSol(1,NodeI)=CKeepNode(1,NodeK); 
        for Ck1=1:NCallIn-1 
              CObjV(1,Ck1) = CRealDist(CInitialSol(1,Ck1),CInitialSol(1,Ck1+1)); 
        end 
CObjV(1,NCallIn)=CRealDist(CInitialSol(1,NCallIn),CInitialSol(1,1)); 
        CTotalNewDist1=sum(CObjV); 
        if  CTotalNewDist1<COptDist 
            COptSol=CInitialSol; 
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            COptDist=CTotalNewDist1; 
        end 
        if NodeK<NCallIn 
            NodeK=NodeK+1; 
        elseif NodeJ<NCallIn-1 & NodeK==NCallIn 
            NodeJ=NodeJ+1; 
        else  
            NodeI=NodeI+1; 
        end 
end 
StartingPoint=zeros(1,NCallIn); 
for nnn=1:NCallIn 
        StartingPoint(1,nnn)=sqrt(((0 - XLCallIn(nnn)).^2) + ((0 - YLCallIn(nnn)).^2)); 
end 
[AA BB]=min(StartingPoint); 
COptDist=COptDist+AA; 
StartingPoint(1,BB)=inf; 
[AA CC]=min(StartingPoint); 
COptDist=COptDist+AA; 
SDist=sqrt(((XLCallIn(BB) - XLCallIn(CC)).^2) + ((YLCallIn(BB) - 
YLCallIn(CC)).^2)); 
COptDist=COptDist-SDist; 
end 
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